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Answer 1. A)

Book building is a 

. It 

Hence, statement 1 is correct.

. It is a 

Hence, statements 2, 3 and 4 are incorrect.

1. 

2. 
 

conducted.
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The Tor network, often referred to as just “Tor,” is a 
decentralized network that aims to provide privacy 
and anonymity for users browsing the internet. Tor 

of volunteer-operated servers called nodes or 
relays, distributed worldwide and maintained by 
individuals and organizations contributing their 
bandwidth and computing resources. When using 
Tor, 

. Hence, statement 1 
is correct. Tor employs onion routing, where each 
relay only knows the IP addresses of the relay before 
and after it in the chain, creating layered encryption 
akin to the layers of an onion. This design hides 
the user’s IP address and encrypts their internet 

government agencies to monitor their online 
activities or determine their location. Moreover, Tor 
assists users in accessing websites and services that 
might be blocked or censored in their country by 

Hence, statement 2 is 
incorrect. 

Hence, statement 3 is correct. 

.

.

Answer 5. D)

. Hence, statement 1 is correct. 

Hence, statement 2 is correct. 
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Hence, statement 3 
is correct. 

.

.
This 

.

.
 Although not a conventional 

.

.
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Hence, statement 1 is 
incorrect

 

Hence, statement 2 is incorrect. 
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. Hence, statement 3 is correct.

Hence, 
statement 1 is correct.

Hence, 
statement 3 is correct.

Hence, statement 2 is correct.

. His 

 after its extensive 
restoration. The project stands as one of the 

monument of national importance in India.

Since, all the statements are correct, the correct 
answer is D) None.

of the Republic of India and is used by the union 
government, many state governments, and other 
government agencies. The emblem is an adaptation 
of the Lion Capital of Ashoka, an ancient 

. The statue is a 
. It became the emblem of the 

Dominion of India in December 1947, and later the 

India. It is used as the national emblem of India 

passports.
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The 
, the day that India 

became a republic. It is 
 a sculpture that was originally erected 

taught the Dharma, now in Uttar Pradesh, India. The 
emblem features four Asiatic lions standing back to 

faith. The lions are mounted on a circular abacus 
and the abacus is mounted on a lotus. The wheel 
of the law, Dharmachakra, is in the center of the 
abacus. The wheel has 24 spokes, which symbolize 
the progress and evolution of human civilization.
The 

, which is written from left to 
right. The use of the emblem is 

of India and its agencies, as well as by all state 
governments and union territory administrations in 
India. It is 

Hence, statement 
1 is correct. The emblem is protected under the Indian 

punishable under the law.
On 26 January 1950, a representation of the 
Lion Capital of Ashoka placed above the motto, 

of India.

Indian currency as well. It also functions as the 
national emblem of India in many places and 
appears prominently on Indian passports. Usage 
of the emblem is regulated and restricted under 

Act, 2005, under which 

. The Ashoka Chakra 

the National Flag of India.

standing back to back, symbolising power, courage, 

the bottom is a horse and a bull, and at its centre is 
a Dharma chakra. The abacus is girded with a frieze 
of sculptures in high relief of The Lion of the North, 

wheels, over a lotus in full bloom, exemplifying the 
fountainhead of life and creative inspiration. Carved 
from a single block of sandstone, the polished 
capital is crowned by the Wheel of Dharma.

are visible, the fourth being hidden from view. The 
wheel appears in relief in the centre of the abacus, 
with a bull on the right and a galloping horse on the 
left, and outlines of Dharma Chakras on the extreme 
right and left. A horse and a bull are represented 
right below the abacus. The bull represents hard 
work and steadfastness, while the horse represents 
loyalty, speed, and energy. The bell-shaped lotus 
beneath the abacus has been omitted.
Forming an integral part of the emblem is the 
motto inscribed below the abacus in Devanagari 

; lit. 

, the concluding part of the 
sacred Hindu Vedas.

Hence, statement 2 is correct.

regulates the improper or commercial usage of the 

Prohibitions

No person can use the emblem or any 
imitation in a manner so as to create 
an impression that it is associated with 

case may be, without permission of the 
appropriate government.
No person can use the emblem for 
commercial purpose or as a part of patent 
title, trademark or design except in cases as 

Registration of intellectual property 
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regulate and make rules for proper usage 

Consequences

Creation of a false impression of association 

, 
or with both or in case of a subsequent 

shall not be less than six months, which may 

punishable with imprisonment for a term 
which shall not be less than six months, 
which may extend to two years and with 

rupees.

Usage

in an oval or a round frame, with the name of the 
ministry or department written within the frame.

of it after taking permission from the Central 

India’s Diplomatic Mission abroad, Indian consulates 
abroad.

Panchayat Raj Institution, Parishad, non-government 
organisation, University.
The 

Hence, statement 3 is incorrect.

\

India League-Krishna Menon

Mehta
Missionaries of Charity - Madar Teresa

Vedanta College – Raja Ram Mohan Ray

Hedgewar

Vanmahotsav - KM Munshi

Margaret Cousins, Dorothy Jinarajadasa, and others 
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Tilak
National Congress - AO Hume

Hindu Mahasabha - Madan Mohan Malviya

faced a liquidity shock. They didn’t have enough 
assets that could be converted into cash to avoid 

bank to maintain a certain stock of High-Quality 

Put simply, the liquidity coverage ratio is a term that 

crisis, a response from governments and central 
banks would typically take around 30 days. Hence, 
statement 1 is correct.

in 2014, although the 100% minimum wasn’t 
required until 2019.

into cash at minimum or no cost of value is a High-
Quality Liquid Asset.

The Liquidity Coverage Ratio in banking 
, which is a series 

across the world. Hence, statement 2 is correct.

LCR ratio being a preventive measure, it is generally 

of assets. Hence, the ability of a bank to disburse 
loans to companies and individuals reduces

Hence, statement 3 is correct.

his own extensive journeys and observations, and 
on information from eminent Mughal courtiers who 

state. He worked as a personal doctor for Dara 

court of Aurangzeb,the last of the great Mughal 
emperors.

FOREIGN TRAVELLERS: https://www.iasgyan.in/
blogs/list-of-foreign-travellers-to-india
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which primarily serves as an identity proof for Indian 
citizens while casting their ballot in the country’s 
municipal, state, and national elections. It also serves 
as general identity, address, and age proof for other 

or applying for a passport. It also serves as a Travel 

Hence, statement 1 is correct.
Initially, voter IDs were 

. , 
the Indian government started rolling out a less 
perishable 

the voter’s name, the name of a relative they have 

picture, along with the voter’s ID number. On the 
back of the card, the voter’s home address is printed, 

also mentions the voter’s 
electoral district and their assembly constituency. The 

, which 

electoral roll.
The voter card is issued to all Indian citizens who 

a voter. One has to apply on prescribed Form-6 of 

nationality, age and residence.
Those of “unsound mind”, convicted of “corrupt 

ineligible to vote.
Applicants have to submit paper Form-6 to their 

Applicants can also apply online on the website of 

Portal.
Fake voter ID cards have occasionally been used 
fraudulently for other purposes by dubious parties 
and individuals to suit their personal needs.

it assists in or oversees the casting and counting of 

and the balloting unit.
Voters can use the VVPAT machine to verify if their 

technique. A VVPAT prints a paper slip with the name, 
party symbol, and serial number of the candidate a 

there be a disparity between the data on VVPATs and 

re-examined. The 

Hence, statement 2 is correct.

Under its constitutional authority to ensure free and 

Conduct, which establishes norms for political parties 
and candidates. The objective is to create a “level 

Ministers and other authorities are prohibited 

making promises thereof once the elections 
are announced, the election panel’s guidelines 
say.

they are also restricted from laying foundation 
stones or initiating projects or schemes of any 
kind, except civil servants.
Promises related to the construction of roads, 
provision of drinking water facilities, etc., are 
not permitted during this period.
Ad-hoc appointments in government or Public 

favour of the ruling party are prohibited.

election schedule, ministers and other 
authorities cannot sanction grants or 
payments from discretionary funds once the 
elections are announced.

After the Model Code of Conduct comes into 

machinery or personnel for electioneering is 
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aircraft, vehicles, machinery, and personnel, 
cannot be used to further the interests of the 
ruling party during elections.
Public places like maidens for holding election 

accessible to all parties and candidates on the 
same terms and conditions.

Rest houses, dak bungalows, or other government 
accommodations should not be monopolised by 

meetings for election propaganda by any party is 
prohibited, the poll body adds.

of advertisements at the cost of public exchequer 
in newspapers and other media during the election 

coverage of political news and publicity regarding 
achievements to favour the ruling party should be 
strictly avoided, MCC guidelines note.

The MCC does not have legal enforceability on its 

other statutes, including the Indian Penal Code of 

the Representation of the People Act of 1951.
Additionally, the 

Hence, statement 3 is correct.

the Zamindari system, it was implemented primarily in 

central India, and Punjab.

involved revenue settlement on a village-by-

managers or heads of families collectively 
claimed ownership of the village or locality.

 Punjab witnessed a 
variation known as the village system under 
the Mahalwari framework, introducing 
alterations to suit local conditions.

 Periodic revisions of land 
revenue occurred even in Mahalwari areas, 

Zamindari system.

society by encouraging cultivators to invest in 
their land. This investment led to 

Hence, statement 3 is correct.

tenure for cultivators, the system elevated 
their socio-economic status and reduced their 
dependence on intermediaries, empowering 
them within the agricultural landscape.Hence, 
statement 2 is correct.

1.  The revenue 

often imposed a heavy burden on 
cultivators, straining their economic 
resources.

 The 
system’s failure to redistribute land 
perpetuated existing inequalities, 
as landownership remained 
concentrated among a privileged 
few. Hence, statement 1 is incorrect.
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The Ryotwari system refers to a system of land revenue 

This was practised 
. The 

peasants or the cultivators are regarded as the owners 
of land and had ownership rights, could sell as well as 
mortgage or gift land.
In the Ryotwari system, the 

 The rates are high and unlike Permanent 
system, they were . If they 
failed in payment of the taxes and were evicted by the 
government. As in zamindari system

, and since high taxes had to 
be paid in cash only, the problem of moneylenders 
came to be shown and this 

A bioactive compound is a compound that has an 

demonstrated by basic research in vitro or in vivo in 
the laboratory. While dietary nutrients are essential 
to life, bioactive compounds have 

 – as the body can function without 
them – or because their actions are obscured by 

Hence, statement 1 
is incorrect.

unregulated and may be sold as dietary supplements.

plants, animal products, or can be synthetically 

are carotenoids, polyphenols, or phytosterols. Hence, 
statement 2 is correct. 

dithiolthiones, polysaccharides, phytoestrogens, 

Phytotherapeutic Applications.
According to a consensus established by, bioactive 
compounds are naturally occurring essential and 
non-essential compounds that can positively 

been called nutraceuticals since 1979 because when 

nutrition. Hence, statement 3 is correct.

to take inspiration from natural selection solutions 
adopted by nature and translate the principles to 
human engineering. The biomimicry approach aims 
to favor “choices” tested by nature which had millions 
of years to understand what works best and what 
doesn’t. Designs following biometrics will ultimately 

resilient and sustainable.

innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to 
human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested 
patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, 
processes, and policies—new ways of living—that are 
well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.

From medicine to research, industry, economy, 
architecture and urban planning, agriculture and 
management.
The concept of biomimicry is based on a key idea: 
nature always operates on the principles of economy 

biomimetic philosophy is part of a global strategy of 
responsible and sustainable development that aims 
to balance the way the planet’s resources are used.

Hence, statement 1 is correct.

was inspired by the shape of a bird’s beak.

pigeons.
Architecture is inspired by termite mounds to design 
passive cooling structures.
Velcro is born from the observation of the hooks 
implemented by some plants for the propagation of 
their seeds via animal’s coat.
The study of shark skin is at the origin of particularly 

planes fuselage
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:
Highest Peak: Mount Halgurd - 3,607 meters 

:
Highest Peak: Mount Dena

landmark judgment on online speech and intermediary 

Hence, the correct option is C)

Information Technology Act, 2000, as unconstitutional 
for violating the freedom of speech guaranteed under 

deemed vague and arbitrary, leading to misuse and 
unwarranted criminal cases.

79 and its rules, imposing obligations on online 
intermediaries to take down content only upon court 
or government order.
This decision is considered a watershed moment for 
online free speech in India, safeguarding it against 
arbitrary restrictions and protecting individuals’ rights 
in the digital realm.
The judgment relieved internet intermediaries from 
an onerous liability regime and upheld the principles 
of free expression in the online space.

The 

Commission of India. Hence, option B is incorrect.
The Lily Thomas Case established that legislators 
convicted of a crime with a minimum 2-year sentence 

of People Act, 1951. Hence, option A is incorrect.
In the , judicial 
overreach was criticized for mandating the national 

on individual freedoms and disregarding previous 
rulings. Hence, option D is incorrect.

contended that adherence to the procedure 

established by law in preventive detention did not 
violate Fundamental Rights under Articles 13, 19, 21, 
and 22.

Parliament’s authority to amend Fundamental Rights, 
including those in Part III of the Constitution, under 

concluding that such action couldn’t be done through 
Article 3, leading to the 9th Amendment Act.

: Highlighted that Fundamental 
Rights couldn’t be amended by Parliament under 
Article 13, requiring a new Constituent Assembly for 
changes.

structure of the Constitution, limiting Parliament’s 
power to amend Fundamental Rights, protecting the 
Constitution’s core.

 
Applied the basic structure theory, striking down 
an amendment that violated the Constitution’s 
fundamental features.

personal liberty under Article 21 includes the right 
to travel abroad, emphasizing laws restricting liberty 
must be just, fair, and reasonable.

 Reinforced the basic 
structure doctrine, emphasizing the supremacy of the 
Constitution over Parliament.

 Reiterated the basic 

retroactive application of judicial review.

 Upheld the rights 
of Muslim women to alimony, sparking political 
controversy and subsequent legislative action.

the scope of Article 32, introduced Absolute Liability 
for hazardous industries, and linked compensation to 
industry capacity.

 Validated 

layer exclusion and quota limits.

 Addressed misuse of 
Article 356, seeking to prevent arbitrary imposition of 
President’s Rule.

guidelines against sexual harassment at the workplace 
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until legislation was enacted.

 

industrial operations to government undertakings.

: Allowed 

future amendments.

: Recognized the right 
to die with dignity, permitting passive euthanasia 
under guidelines.

: Introduced the NOTA 
option for Indian voters.

: Led to legislative changes and 

: Recognized transgender individuals as 
a third gender, directing government support.

rights.

: Declared privacy a 
Fundamental Right under the Indian Constitution.

: Decriminalized 

review as part of the Constitution’s basic structure.

: Protected individual 
privacy rights against intrusion.

: Controversial ruling 
criticized for favoring the state over individual 
freedoms.

speech and expression, including the circulation of 
ideas.

India and the Netherlands established diplomatic 
relations in 1947. The 

Hence, 
statement 3 is incorrect.

The Netherlands is the 4th largest trading partner 

It is also the 4th largest investor in India.

billion during 2022-23.

The Netherlands is India’s 11th largest merchandise 
trading partner in the world and the largest in the 

 and third largest in the 
world. Hence, statement 1 is correct.

India exported 4,679 commodities to the Netherlands 
in FY23.

billion during 2022-23.

 

Hence, statement 2 is 
correct.

billion from April-November 2023-24.
Major exported items from India to the Netherlands 

etc. during April-November 2023-24.

India imported 4,109 commodities from the 
Netherlands in FY23.

5.96 billion during 2022-23.
Major items imported by India from the Netherlands 

billion from April-November 2023-24.
Major imported items by India from the Netherlands 
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The Netherlands has emerged as India’s third largest 

Hence, statement 4 is correct.

diesel were the key petroleum products exported 
from India to that country. The Netherlands is among 

investor in India.

legislation aimed at protecting various species of 
wild animals and plants, managing their habitats, 
and regulating trade in wildlife and their products. 
It facilitates India’s compliance with international 

Constitutional amendments, including the 42nd 
Amendment Act, 1976, transferred wildlife protection 

fundamental duty to protect the environment and 
promote wildlife conservation.

 This is the apex 
body responsible for reviewing all matters concerning 
wildlife and granting approval for projects within and 
around national parks and sanctuaries.

 Chaired by 
the respective Chief Ministers of states or Union 
Territories, this board focuses on addressing wildlife-
related issues at the state level.

 Consisting of 10 
members, including the Chairperson and a Member-

across the country. It also establishes guidelines for 
the transfer of animals between zoos nationally and 

internationally. Hence, option 1 is correct.

 

as the Vice-Chairperson. It facilitates the designation 

 Tasked with 

to prevent illegal activities associated with wildlife.

 This category includes critically 
endangered species that necessitate strict protection. 
Hunting these animals is prohibited across India, 
except in situations where there’s a direct threat to 
human life or in cases of incurable diseases. 

 Animals listed in this category are also 
granted high protection, with strict regulations on 
their trade. 

 These schedules encompass species 
that are not in immediate danger of extinction. While 
hunting them is banned, the penalties for violations 

II. 

 Animals listed in this schedule are 

 This schedule regulates the cultivation, 

Cultivating and trading these plants require prior 
permission. 

including sanctuaries, national parks, conservation 
reserves, community reserves, and tiger reserves, 
providing essential habitats for India’s rich biodiversity.

Initiatives of Wildlife Development Under WPA, 1972: 

The 1974 railway strike in India was a major strike 
by the workers of Indian Railways in 1974. The strike 

the largest recorded industrial action in the world. 
The strike was held to demand an eight-hour working 

Federation and a raise in pay scale, which had 
remained stagnant over many years. As President 
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Fernandes led the strike. The strike was suppressed by 

sent to jail and losing their jobs. The strike was called 

a massive rise in popularity following this test. After 

under the name Pokhran-II.
The Aryabhata spacecraft, named after the famous 

completely designed and fabricated in India and 

Yar on April 19, 1975. 
In March 1977, India held general elections for the 

The opposition Janata Alliance, advocating for the 
restoration of democracy, secured a sweeping victory. 
Morarji Desai of the Janata Alliance became India’s 
fourth Prime Minister on March 24 leading to the 

at the center. 

21st century and replaces the thirty-four year old 

and aims to transform India into a vibrant knowledge 
society and global knowledge superpower by making 
both school and college education more holistic, 

and aimed at bringing out the unique capabilities of 
each student.

school education at all levels- pre school to secondary. 
Infrastructure support, innovative education centres 
to bring back dropouts into the mainstream, tracking 
of students and their learning levels, facilitating 
multiple pathways to learning involving both formal 
and non-formal education modes, association of 
counselors or well-trained social workers with schools, 

adult literacy and life-enrichment programs are some 
of the proposed ways for achieving this. 

uncovered age group of 3-6 years under school 
curriculum, which has been recognized globally as the 
crucial stage for development of mental faculties of a 
child. The new system will have 12 years of schooling 

and strengthened system of institutions including 
Anganwadis and pre-schools that will have teachers 
and Anganwadi workers 
and curriculum. The planning and implementation of 

HRD, Women and Child Development

Recognizing Foundational Literacy and Numeracy as 

2020 calls for setting up of a  National Mission on 

will prepare an implementation plan for attaining 
universal foundational literacy and numeracy in all 
primary schools for all learners by grade 3 by 2025.A 

The school curricula and pedagogy will aim for holistic 
development of learners by equipping them with the 
key 21st century skills, reduction in curricular content 
to enhance essential learning and critical thinking and 
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will be no rigid separations between arts and sciences, 
between curricular and extra-curricular activities, 
between vocational and academic streams.

Hence, 
statement 2 is incorrect.

A new and comprehensive National Curricular 

levels of school and higher education as an option 
for students, including in the three-language formula. 
Other classical languages and literatures of India 
also to be available as options. No language will be 

materials developed, for use by students with hearing 
impairment.

Assessment Reforms

assessment to regular and formative assessment, 
which is more competency-based, promotes learning 
and development, and tests higher-order skills, such 
as analysis, critical thinking, and conceptual clarity. All 

continued, but redesigned with holistic development 
as the aim.  A new National Assessment Centre, 

be set up as a standard-setting body .

opportunity to learn and excel because of the 

socio-cultural, and geographical identities and 

disadvantaged regions and groups. Children with 
disabilities will be enabled to fully participate in the 
regular schooling process from the foundational 
stage to higher education, with support of educators 
with cross disability training, resource centres, 
accommodations, assistive devices, appropriate 
technology-based tools and other support 
mechanisms tailored to suit their needs. 

Hence, statement 3 is incorrect. 
Note: It is not mandatory.

Chetna Kendras.

Teachers will be recruited through robust, transparent 
processes. Promotions will be merit-based, with a 
mechanism for multi-source periodic performance 
appraisals and available progression paths to become 
educational administrators or teacher educators. A 

from across levels and regions.

which will be the basic unit of governance and ensure 
availability of all resources including infrastructure, 
academic libraries and a strong professional teacher 
community.

policy making, regulation, operations and academic 

public self-disclosure of all the basic regulatory 

extensively for public oversight and accountability. 

consultations with all stakeholders.
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Hence, statement 1 is incorrect. 3.5 Crore new seats 
will be added to Higher education institutions.

The policy envisages broad based, multi-disciplinary, 

curricula, creative combinations of subjects, 
integration of vocational education and  multiple 

for digitally storing academic credits earned from 

models  of best multidisciplinary education of global 
standards in the country.
The National Research Foundation will be created 
as an apex body for fostering a strong research 
culture and building research capacity across higher 
education.

set up as a single overarching umbrella body the 
for entire higher education, excluding medical and 

will  function through faceless intervention through 

not conforming to norms and standards. Public and 
private higher education institutions will be governed 
by the same set of norms for regulation, accreditation 
and academic standards.

Higher education institutions will be transformed 
into large, well resourced, vibrant multidisciplinary 
institutions  providing  high quality teaching, 

of university will allow a spectrum of institutions 

that range from Research-intensive Universities to 
Teaching-intensive Universities and Autonomous 
degree-granting Colleges. 

and a stage-wise mechanism is to be established for 
granting graded autonomy to colleges. Over a period 
of time, it is envisaged that every college would 
develop into either an Autonomous degree-granting 
College, or a constituent college of a university.

motivating, energizing, and building capacity 

pedagogy, incentivising excellence, movement into 
institutional leadership. Faculty not delivering on 
basic norms will be held accountable

A new and comprehensive National Curriculum 
Framework

A National Mission for Mentoring will be established, 

– including those with the ability to teach in Indian 
languages – who would be willing to provide short 

support, foster, and track the progress of students 

to their students.

digital repositories, funding for research, improved 
student services, credit-based recognition of MOOCs, 
etc., will be taken to ensure it is at par with the highest 
quality in-class programmes.
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A comprehensive set of recommendations for 
promoting online education consequent to the recent 
rise in epidemics and pandemics in order to ensure 
preparedness with alternative modes of quality 
education whenever and wherever traditional and 
in-person modes of education are not possible, has 
been covered. A dedicated unit for the purpose of 
orchestrating the building of digital infrastructure, 
digital content and capacity building will be created 
in the MHRD to look after the e-education needs of 
both school and higher education.

a platform for the free exchange of ideas on the use of 
technology to enhance learning, assessment, planning, 
administration. Appropriate integration of technology 
into all levels of education will be done to improve 
classroom processes, support teacher professional 
development, enhance educational access for 
disadvantaged groups and streamline educational 
planning, administration and management

To ensure the preservation, growth, and vibrancy of 

local language as a medium of instruction in more 

Internationalization of education will be facilitated 
through both institutional collaborations, and student 
and faculty mobility and allowing entry of top world 
ranked Universities to open campuses in our country.

All professional education will be an integral part of 

universities, health science universities, legal and 
agricultural universities etc will aim to become multi-
disciplinary institutions.

Policy  aims to achieve 100% youth and adult literacy.

by 2030

Teachers to be prepared for assessment 
reforms by 2023

2030

application of knowledge

Ramananda Chatterjee was the founder, editor, and 
owner of the Calcutta based magazine, the Modern 
Review. He has been described as the Father of Indian 

magazine founded by Ramananda Chatterjee in 1929, 

covering the whole of India and its diaspora, with 

Antiquity of the Vedas; The Arctic Home in the Vedas.

Pakistan or the Partition of India; Riddles in Hinduism; 
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Father to his Daughter.

 — 

Chandalika, Visarjan

— Kapalkundala; 
Mrinalini; Devi Chaudharani.

Divine.

— The Indian War of 
Independence; Hindu Pad Padashahi; Hindutva: Who 

of Values.

—An Indian Pilgrim.

Dawn.

 — The Ancient Wisdom; My Path to 
Atheism.

World Religions.

The Civilization of India.

India.

 — A Nation in Making.

 — Neel Darpan.

 — Pather Dabi.

 — India Today.

 — The Renaissance in India.

Partition.

Unrest.

 – War Of Indian Independence

Some more…..

The life divine 1944

1940

New lamps for 
old

Mandir 1905

White Rabindranath Tag-
ore 1910

Rabindranath Tag-
ore 1916

India a search Jawaharlal Nehru 1946

-
Ranade 1906

 

Rise of the  
Maratha Power

Mahadev  1900

Durgesh Nandini Chatterjee

Chatterjee
India in transition M. N. Rai 1922

 

R. C. Dutt

Indian Muslim Hunter

Tarashankar 

1929

Why socialism Jayaprakash 
Narayan 1936

1921

Problem of the east Lord Curzon
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Deenbandhu Mitra

India Today R. P. Dutt 1940

 

ThakurmarJhuli D. M. Mazumdar 1907

Indian Unrest 1910

Oriental and western
Vishnukrishna 
Chiplunkar

Letters from Russia Rabindranath Tagore 1960

Wither India Rabindranath Tagore 1933

Jawaharlal Nehru 1949

Pather Dabi Abanindranath Tagore 1926
History of Hindu 
Chemistry P. C. Rai 1902

R. C. Dutt
 

state where resources cannot be reallocated to make 

resources are allocated in the most economically 

was theorized by the Italian economist and engineer 
Vilfredo Pareto.
It is a purely economic concept and has no relationship 
with the concept of equal or fair utilization of resources. 

engineering.

, states that poor or developing 
economies grow faster compared to economies with 
a higher per capita income and gradually reach similar 
high levels of per capita income. Thus, all economies, 

over time, may converge in terms of income per head.

Deadweight loss can be stated as the loss of total 
welfare or the social surplus due to reasons like taxes 

monopoly pricing. It is the excess burden created 

which are individuals as consumers, producers or the 
government.

printing currency.

Tulip mania is used as a metaphor to describe an 
economic bubble. Tulip mania was a period when 
tulips were recently introduced and bought in large 
quantities by many people. This caused tulip prices to 
shoot up. They were sold at prices higher than skilled 
workers’ income. After reaching a peak, tulip prices 

major economic bubble.

 People start investing in a particular 
asset in large quantities because of positive sentiments 
about it. This pushes the prices of that asset to very 

holders bankrupt. These assets are metaphorically 
called tulips.

in income which could be due to winning a lottery, 
unforeseen inheritance or shortage of supply. Windfall 
gains are transitory in nature.
For instance, when real estate property prices rise 
dramatically, the owner can make a substantial 

True cost economics is an economic model that 
includes the cost of negative externalities associated 
with goods and services.
If the prices of goods and services do not include the 
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cost of negative externalities or the cost of harmful 

misuse them and use them in large quantities 

environment. Therefore, environmentalists support 
true cost economics to counter the impact of negative 
externalities.

This commonly-used phrase stands 
It is used in 

variables is focused.

to be constant by the assumption of Ceteris Paribus.
The opposite for this is the phrase 

 which states changing some factors 
that need to be changed. Ceteris paribus is often a 
fundamental assumption to the predictive purpose of 
scrutiny.

explained as a situation where a shock in a particular 

way of, say, price movements.

Paradox of thrift was popularized by the renowned 
economist John Maynard Keynes.
It states that individuals try to save more during 
an economic recession, which essentially leads to 
a fall in aggregate demand and hence in economic 

investments give lower returns than normal.

unwarranted monetary gain from external elements, 
be it directly or indirectly, without giving anything 
in return to them or the society, it is termed as rent-
seeking.
A popular example for rent-seeking is political 
lobbying by companies. These are primarily done by 
companies in order to make economic gains through 
government action.

This might be done by a company to get subsidy from 
the government for the product which it produces 

The principle agent problem arises when one party 

agreement may incur huge costs for the agent, thereby 

of interest. Owing to the costs incurred, the agent 
might begin to pursue his own agenda and ignore 
the best interest of the principle, thereby causing the 
principal agent problem to occur.

managers to look after the proceedings of the 

shareholders expect the managers to distribute all 

sensing their own growth and salary expectation try 

lead to principle agent problem. It is one of the most 
noticed problems in the current situation when most 
companies are not being managed by the owners 
themselves.

that is used to determine how well a company can 
pay the interest on its outstanding debts. The ICR is 
commonly used by lenders, creditors, and investors 
to determine the riskiness of lending capital to a 
company. The interest coverage ratio is also called the 
“times interest earned” ratio.

quality goods at cheap prices. They usually sell 

An equity style box is a visual representation of the key 
investment characteristics of stocks and stock mutual 
funds. The style box is a valuable tool for investors 
to use to determine the risk-return structures of their 

 of return on investment. The 
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performing compared to a risk-free investment, taking 
into consideration the additional risk level involved 

investors should seek the risk-adjusted return and not 
just the simple return.

short-lived burst of upward movement in a largely 
downward trend. It is a temporary rally in the price 
of a security or an index after a major correction or 
downward trend.
It is a pricing pattern used by stock analysts to 
determine whether a spurt in the price of a stock after 
a major correction is a reversal of the downward trend 
or just a dead cat bounce.

an asset when it reaches a particular price point. It is 
used to limit loss or gain in a trade. The concept can 
be used for short-term as well as long-term trading. 
This is an automatic order that an investor places 

when it reaches a pre-set price limit.

In the stock market, margin trading refers to the 
process whereby individual investors buy more stocks 

of investing style. The manager of a contra fund bets 
against the prevailing market trends by buying assets 
that are either under-performing or depressed at that 
point in time. This is done with the belief that the herd 

to mispricing of assets, which will pick up steam in 
the long run, creating opportunities for investors to 
generate superlative returns.

shares of a stock that are available for trading in an 
open market. It can be calculated by subtracting the 

shares.

When the government announces a decrease in 
public spending, it implies a reduction in the issuance 

With fewer bonds being issued, the supply of bonds 
in the market decreases. According to the principles 
of supply and demand, a decrease in supply leads to 
an increase in bond prices and a decrease in yields. 
Therefore, a decrease in public spending would likely 
lead to an increase in bond yields.Hence, statement 
C is correct.

policy:
An expansionary monetary policy typically involves 
lowering interest rates and increasing money supply 
to stimulate economic activity. Lower interest rates 
usually lead to lower bond yields, as investors seek 
higher returns elsewhere.Hence, statement A is 
incorrect.

haven assets:
When investors become more risk-averse, they tend 

bonds. This increased demand for bonds would 
typically drive bond prices up and yields down.Hence, 
statement B is incorrect.

in oil prices:

lower bond yields. Investors anticipate lower future 

bonds more attractive, driving up demand and pushing 
yields down.Hence, statement D is incorrect.

decrease in public spending, is the most likely scenario 
to lead to an increase in bond yields.

historical city in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh. It 
is situated on the north bank of the Tapti River.

 This pair is correctly matched. Vellore 

in the northeastern part of Tamil Nadu. Vellore is 
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Quadrilateral.
: This pair is also correctly 

Maharashtra

Agra Yamuna Uttar Pradesh

Ahmedabad

Allahabad

At the 

Yamuna and 
Uttar Pradesh

Ayodhya Uttar Pradesh

Alaknanda Uttarakhand

Mahanadi Odisha

Cuttack Mahanadi Odisha

Rushikulya Odisha

Chhatrapur Rushikulya Odisha

Kolkata Hooghly

New Delhi Yamuna Delhi

Dibrugarh Assam

Deesa

Ferozpur Punjab

Assam

Haridwar Uttarakhand

Hyderabad Musi Telangana

Karimnagar Maner Telangana

Ramagundam Telangana

Jabalpur Narmada Madhya 
Pradesh

Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

Kota Chambal Rajasthan

Jammu Tawi Kashmir

Jaunpur Uttar Pradesh

Patna

Rajahmundry Andhra 
Pradesh

Jhelum Kashmir

Tapi

Varanasi Uttar Pradesh

Vijayawada Krishna Andhra 
Pradesh

Vadodara Vishwamitri

Mathura Yamuna Uttar Pradesh

Modasa Mazum

Mirzapur Uttar Pradesh

Morbi Machchu

Auraiya Yamuna Uttar Pradesh

Yamuna Uttar Pradesh

Vrishabhavathi Karnataka

Farrukhabad Uttar Pradesh

Rangpo Teesta
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Rajkot Aji

-

Fatehgarh Uttar Pradesh

Kannauj Uttar Pradesh

Mangalore Netravati, Karnataka

Tunga River Karnataka

Karnataka

Hospet Tungabhadra Karnataka

Karwar Kali Karnataka

Karnataka

Honnavar Karnataka

Himmatnagar Hathmati

Chambal Madhya 
Pradesh

Rapti Uttar Pradesh

Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

Kanpur Can-
tonment Uttar Pradesh

Uttar Pradesh

Chakeri Uttar Pradesh

Malegaon Maharashtra

Mahanadi Odisha

Rourkela Odisha

Patan

Pune Mula, Mutha Maharashtra

Rairangpur Khadkhai Odisha

Valsad Auranga

Madurai Vaigai Tamil Nadu

Thiruchirapalli Kaveri Tamil Nadu

Chennai Cooum, Adyar Tamil Nadu

Coimbatore Noyyal Tamil Nadu

Kaveri Tamil Nadu

Tirunelveli Thamirabarani Tamil Nadu

Narmada

Karjat Ulhas Maharashtra

Nashik Maharashtra

Mahad Maharashtra

Nanded Maharashtra

Navsari Purna

Kolhapur Panchaganga Maharashtra

Nellore Pennar Andhra 
Pradesh

Kurnool Tungabhadra Andhra 
Pradesh

Nizamabad Telangana

Krishna Maharashtra

Karad Krishna, Koyna Maharashtra

Hajipur

Ujjain Madhya 
Pradesh

Ashta Parwati Madhya 
Pradesh

Kanchipuram Vegavathi, 
Palar Tamil Nadu

Thanjavur Vennaaru, 
Vadavaaru Tamil Nadu
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Murshidabad Hooghly

Munger

Jamalpur

Purnia Koshi

Maharashtra

Uttar Pradesh

Amaravati Krishna Andhra 
Pradesh

Tamil literary tradition developed from approximately 

poems attributed to 473 poets, along with a corpus of 
literature by 102 anonymous poets.

after scholarly assemblies patronized by Pandyan 
kings in Madurai, it evolved from the rich oral tradition 
of Tamil culture, including poetry, folk songs, and 
religious practices.

 Derived from the Tamil 
word meaning “fraternity, meeting, gathering, 

literary tradition of ancient Tamil society, focusing 
on its culture and people.

poetry, encompassing diverse themes such as 
love, war, nature, and didactic teachings.

there are also prose texts, including grammatical 
treatises and commentaries, providing additional 
insights into language and literary analysis.

foundational works and themes.

of literary activity, marked by the exploration of 
new themes and stylistic developments.

 Covering the period from 600 to 

produced compared to earlier periods.

of love and romance, depicting various facets of 
romantic relationships and emotions.

the heroic deeds of warriors, narrating battles, 
describing weapons, and celebrating the valor of 
soldiers.

celebrate the beauty of the natural world, 

changing seasons.

guidance on virtuous living and social conduct.

literary works, showcasing the richness and 
diversity of Tamil poetry.

 Meaning “Ten Idylls,” Pattupattu 

ethos of ancient Tamil society.

of Tamil poetic heritage.
 An anthology of 400 poems, 

Purananuru provides historical and sociocultural 
insights into ancient Tamil society, serving as a 
valuable historical source.

three literary gatherings held around Madurai, the 
capital of the Pandya Kingdom. While Tamil legends 
date these gatherings to over 4,440 years, 3,700 years, 
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consider this chronology as mythical and ahistorical. 

organized over a span of 600-700 years.

First Pandya Madurai

No books 
survived. 
Used 
Agattiyam as 
grammar.

or 
Middle

Pandya Kapatapuram

Around 
2000 poems 
collected 
and 
compiled 
into 
Tolkappiyam 

includes the 

of animals, 
plants, and 
human 
beings.

Third Pandya Madurai

Most of 
the existing 
corpus of 

literature 
was written 
during this 
period.

 Letters and Phonetics

Tolkappiyam, and Pattuppattu, providing 
insights into the social, literary, and cultural 
aspects of ancient Tamil kingdoms.

 Comprises mainly 
poetic works known as PatinenKilkanakku 

epics, focusing on Tamil society’s economic 
and political changes. Notable works include 

Tholkappiyam 
divides poetry into two categories: Aham 

 Focuses on emotions and 
feelings in the context of romantic 
love, sexual union, and eroticism. 
Approximately three-fourths of 

Centers on exploits and 
heroic deeds in the context of war 
and public life. About one-fourth of 

Hence, statements 1 and 2 are 
incorrect.

:

:

o Oldest extant Tamil grammar text.
o Authored by Tholkappiyar.
o Covers spelling, phonology, 

etymology, morphology, semantics, 
prosody, and sentence structure.

:

o 
anthology series.

o Comprises eight anthologies of 

:

o Also known as Ten Idylls or Ten Lays.
o Collection of ten longer poems 

covering various aspects of life and 
nature.

:

o 

o Includes poetry compositions, 

o Most notable work: Tirukkural.

:

o 
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in the 6th century.
o 

o 

:

o First Tamil epic poem.
o Authored by Ilango Adigal.
o Narrative revolves around Kannaki 

and Kovalan, telling a tragic love 
story.

:

o Written by Prince Ilanko Adikal in the 
5th–6th century AD.

o Detailed poetic portrayal of Tamil 
culture, religions, town planning, and 
arts.

:

o 
2nd century AD.

o 

:

o Written in the early 10th century by 
Tiruttakkatvar, a Jain monk.

o Narrative blends martial exploits 
with intimate depictions and ethical 

:

o 

o Revolves around love and instilling 
Jain values.

Kundalakesi:

o 
Nathakuthanaar around the 10th 
century. Hence, statement 3 is 
incorrect.

o 
murder, and religious discovery.

:

:

o Flourished during the period.
o Characterized by intricate sculptures 

and towering structures.

:

o Commemorated warrior valor in 
battle.

o Legends carved on stones excavated 
from various regions.

:

o References to port cities like Puhar in 
texts like Pattinappalai.

o Other notable seaports: Tondi, Musiri, 
Korkai.

:

o Notable constructions include 
Kallanai across the Kaveri River, 
attributed to Karaikala, a Chola king.

Nigeria is a country in West Africa. It shares land 
borders with the Republic of  to the west, 

 to the east, and to the 

and it borders Lake Chad to the northeast. Notable 
geographical features in Nigeria include the Adamawa 
Plateau, Mambilla Plateau, Jos Plateau, Obudu Plateau, 

agreement facilitated by the United Nations, aiming 
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to address various aspects of international migration 
comprehensively. Hence, statement 1 is correct.

Hence, statement 
3 is correct.
Described as a “

,” implying its limited legal weight under 
International Law. Hence, statement 2 is incorrect.
Out of the 193-member states, 164 countries have 
adopted the compact 

a United Nations agency, was established in 1951 

displaced by World War II, initially known as the 
Provisional Intergovernmental Committee for the 

2016, it transitioned into a United Nations agency. 
The IOM serves as the principal UN body dedicated 

governments and migrants, including internally 
displaced persons, refugees, and migrant workers. 
Its mandate encompasses promoting humane and 
orderly migration across four key areas: migration 
and development, facilitating migration, regulating 
migration, and addressing forced migration. Activities 
of the IOM include ensuring orderly and humane 
migration management, fostering international 
cooperation on migration issues, seeking practical 
solutions to migration challenges, and providing 
humanitarian assistance to migrants in need. Notably, 

intergovernmental agreement on international 
migration, adopted in Marrakech, Morocco, in 

observer states as of 2023, the IOM continues to play a 
crucial role in managing global migration challenges.

distinct remote sensing technologies that serve 

principles.
Principle of Operation: 

 to create 2D or 3D images by bouncing 

pulses to measure distances and create highly 
detailed 3D maps. Hence, statement 1 is incorrect.

LiDAR uses laser light with short wavelengths.

. LiDAR 
primarily operates in clear conditions and 

Hence, 
statement 2 is correct.

images, dependent on radar frequency and 
antenna size. LiDAR is known for exceptionally 

mapping and monitoring changes in wide 
regions. LiDAR is often used for localized and 
detailed mapping.

. Hence, statement 3 is correct. LiDAR 

operates in daylight.

emitting sound waves into water. When these waves 
encounter objects, they bounce back to the sonar 
system.
Measuring the time it takes for the waves to return 
allows the system to calculate distances and create 
underwater maps.

in the air or on land, and Radar in the 
atmosphere.

employs laser light with short wavelengths, 
and Radar uses longer radio waves.

LiDAR creates 3D land maps, and Radar is 
versatile for atmospheric applications.

slower than electromagnetic waves in LiDAR 
and Radar.

underwater visibility, while LiDAR and Radar 

like fog or rain.
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Radar and LiDAR are active sensing technologies 
that employ radio waves and laser light, respectively, 
for object detection. Ultrasonic sensors use high-

objects. These sensors emit sound waves and measure 

and return to the sensor.
Ultrasonic sensors are typically employed for close-
range applications, such as obstacle detection and 
proximity sensing in robotics, parking assistance 
systems, and certain industrial automation tasks. While 

they may not provide the same level of accuracy and 
long-range capabilities as Radar and LiDAR.

Autonomous vehicles rely on a combination of sensor 
technologies, with LiDAR, Radar, and Cameras being 

types has its own set of advantages and challenges.
LiDAR employs laser beams to provide precise 
distance measurements and creates detailed 3D maps 
of a 360-degree view around the vehicle. It’s highly 
accurate but can be expensive.
Radar uses radio waves for long-range object 
detection, especially useful in adverse weather 

detailed object information.
Cameras capture visual data, aiding in object 

and weather conditions.
In practice, many autonomous vehicles combine 
these sensors to leverage their strengths and ensure 
reliability in various driving scenarios. The choice 

performance requirements.

Repo rate is the rate at which banks borrow from 

agreement. Under this policy, banks are required to 
provide government securities as collateral and later 

An increase in interest rates means an 

Hence, 
statement 1 is incorrect.
The stock market and the interest rates have 

bank increases the repo rate, it prompts 
companies to also cut back on the spending 
on the expansion, which leads to a dip in 

The increase in repo rate will push banks and 

hike lending and deposit rates.
This means the interest rates on loans will 

on home, vehicle and other personal and 
corporate loans are likely to rise.Hence, 
statement 2 is correct.

Capital-intensive sectors such as capital goods, 
infrastructure, etc, are  to 
these changes due to high capital or debt 
on the books of these companies.Hence, 
statement 3 is correct.
While stocks of sectors like Information 

money in the economy.
One way to do this is by increasing the repo 

businesses and industries, which in turn slows 
down investment and money supply in the 
market.
As a result, it negatively impacts the growth 
of the economy, which helps in controlling 

a gathering of political groups from the princely states 
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. Hence, 
statement 1 is correct.

 until 

 After India got independence, the 

it worked with the princes through the government. 
Hence, statements 2 and 4 are correct.

independent, with some joining the Congress later.
The Conference brought together representatives 
from hundreds of Indian princely states, including 

Hence, statement 3 
is correct.

views.
Jawaharlal Nehru became the President of the 
Conference in 1935 and stayed until 1946. He and 
others like Vallabhbhai Patel helped bring together 
many princely states to form one India after 1947.

ranging from 91 days to 364 days. This allows investors 
to have quick access to their funds when needed. The 

income in the form of interest payments. These 
payments are earned by purchasing the bills at a 
discount to their face value and receiving the full-face 
value at maturity. The overall economic conditions, 

purchasing power. The supply and demand for 

supply, prices may rise. Conversely, if demand is low 

by the central bank regarding treasury bills rates or 

. 

Hence, all the options are correct. 

A magnetar, a type of neutron star, distinguishes itself 

from approximately 10^9 to 10^11 teslas, or 10^13 

catalyzes the emission of high-energy electromagnetic 
radiation, predominantly in the form of X-rays and 
gamma rays. First theorized in 1992 by Robert Duncan 
and Christopher Thompson, magnetars explain the 
characteristics of transient gamma-ray sources, now 

further research, the magnetar hypothesis extended 

Recent investigations suggest that magnetars might 
be implicated in the occurrence of fast radio bursts 

radio telescope in 2020.
Magnetars, akin to other neutron stars, typically 
span around 20 kilometers in diameter and possess 
a mass roughly equivalent to 1.4 solar masses. 
Formed through the gravitational collapse of stars 
with masses between 10 and 25 times that of the 

that a mere tablespoon of its substance would weigh 
over 100 million tons. Characterized by even more 

rotation rates, magnetars usually rotate every two 
to ten seconds, contrasting with the faster rotations 
observed in typical neutron stars or radio pulsars.

bursts of X-rays and gamma rays, which eventually 

approximately 10,000 years, leading to a cessation 
of activity and intense X-ray emissions. Although 
magnetars have relatively short active lifespans, their 

over 30 million inactive magnetars within the Milky 
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Way.

 These events, recorded on 

dynamic behavior of magnetars and their impact on 
the surrounding cosmos.

characterizing magnetars remains a subject of 
intense scrutiny. One prevailing theory posits a 
magnetohydrodynamic dynamo process occurring in 

neutron star’s equilibrium formation. Alternatively, it’s 

from the collapse of stars harboring unusually robust 

The pampero is a burst of cold polar air from the 
west, southwest, or south on the pampas in the south 

Hence, statement 1 is incorrect.

during times when a low-pressure area moves 
through the area to the south of Malta and causes a 

Hence, statement 2 is correct.
The bora is a northerly to north-easterly katabatic wind 

used for north-eastern winds in other littoral areas of 
Hence, 

statement 3 is incorrect.
Foehn occurs wherever strong winds sweep across 

that it brings warm and, above all, dry downdraughts 
on the leeward slopes, with winds often reaching 
gale force.  Foehn winds are rather common in 
mountainous regions around the world, such as the 

and Qinling in China. Hence, statement 4 is correct.

Pampero

Tramontane
Mistral

Foehn
Chinook
Zonda
Loo

A east or southeast wind in Romania.  They 
are cold in winter and may be a local name for a foehn 
wind.

 A squall frequent from May through 

  Maritime wet, fresh northerly wind across west-
central Africa and the Caribbean

north to the north-eastern katabatic wind in 

 A violent wind blowing from the land on 

 A thunderstorm or violent squall, especially 
in the Mediterranean.

that develops in the country›s deserts in late spring 
and summer, which heavily raises temperatures in the 
coastal areas

 dry south-easterly wind that blows on 

Cape Doctor because of a local belief that it clears 
Cape Town of pollution and ‹pestilence›.

 warm, dry wind descending the eastern 
slopes of the Rocky Mountains in North America, 
primarily in winter

 A violent squall with thunder and lightning, 
encountered during the rainy season along the west 
coast of Central America.

 A night land breeze prevailing from 
November to May at La Paz, near the southern 

 hot, dry wind from the northeast that typically 
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California, during the spring and fall.

 strong southerly or southeasterly wind 
which blows on the Malabar coast of India during the 

onset of the southwest monsoon.
: A warm dry wind on the lee side of a mountain 

range, whose temperature is increased as the wind 
descends down the slope. It is created when air 

 afternoon sea breeze from the 
Indian Ocean which cools Perth, Western Australia 
during summer. The sea breeze occurs because of the 

sea.
A strong northeast wind of the central 

Mediterranean.
 dry northerly wind across central Africa. 

Characterized by the dry and dusty northeasterly trade 

Khartum, where the average number is about 24 per 
year. The name come from the Arabic word, “habb”, 
meaning wind.

: the violent dust squalls that occur before 
the monsoon in the northwestern parts of the Indo-

 A violent northeast wind of Central Asia 
occurring during spring and summer. It resembles the 
white buran of winter but, instead of snow, it carries 
clouds of dust that darken the sky.

 southeasterly wind from North Africa to the 
eastern Mediterranean

 A strong southeast wind in the vicinity of 
Palmer, Alaska, most frequent in the winter.

 hot wind which blows over plains of India and 
Pakistan.

 A hot, dry, easterly wind of the Madeira and 
Canary Islands

 A strong easterly wind of the Mediterranean, 

foggy, and sometimes rainy weather especially in 
winter.

 A persistent east wind of the Adriatic, 

usually accompanied by cloudy weather.
 A hot southeasterly wind that blows over 

the Canary Islands.

hot southerly wind in advance of a low-pressure area 

other parts of the Mediterranean area.

which blows, especially in summer, in the Adriatic. It is 
most frequent on the western shore. This wind is also 

 A strong, gusty, northeast wind 
that occasionally occurs during the winter in the 
vicinity of Palmer, Alaska.

 strong, cold, northwesterly wind blowing 
from the north over the northwest coast of the 

mainly south-westerly winds combined 
with heavy rain in various areas close to the equator.

 A northeast wind that occurs in winter 

near the entrance to the gulf, and also on the Makran 

the central Asiatic anticyclone which extends over 
the high land of Iran. It is similar in character but less 

 A strong cold northeasterly wind that blows 

results from an outbreak of cold air from the north. It 
is the Mexican extension of a norther.

 strong storm with winds from the 
northeast on the northeastern coast of the United 

 wind that brings rain to the West 

accompanied by a distinctive arched cloud pattern.

considered a precursor of bad weather

the passage of a cold front of an active low passing 
by.

 A violent northeasterly fall wind on the 

of the cold air mass of a norte which has overridden 
the mountains of Central America.

 medium-strong, constant blowing wind at sea 
in tropical areas
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 A local name for strong winds which blow 

 a strong wind in the 

 A strong, hot, dry wind blowing out into 

 a summer northwesterly wind blowing over 

 A southeasterly wind that sometimes blows in 

 strong, dry, desert wind that blows in the 

 A storm with southeast gales, caused by 

desert. They pick up dust as they blow northward 

especially during the summer season.
 rapidly arriving low-pressure 

summer
 strong wind which blows from the 

southwest, and also a type of waterproof hat designed 
to protect from and repel wind and rain

 strong and often violent wind occurring 

Columbia.
 A strong, gusty, east-northeast wind, 

occurring in the vicinity of Juneau, Alaska, between 
October and March. At the mouth of the Taku River, 
after which it is named, it sometimes attains hurricane 
force.

 A northeasterly or northerly winter wind 

weather mistral type.
 A cold fall wind blowing from the northwest 

as is often the case in winter. Also called VARDARAC.
 a westerly wind that blows into the 

 A sudden blast of wind descending from a 

or the Aleutian Islands.

in Argentina, where it blows from the west across the 
Andes Mountains. The name zonda in Argentina also 
refers to a hot humid wind that blows from the north 
over the plains and precedes a low-pressure centre.

 In mid-April 
last year, a rivalry between army chief Abdel Fattah 

lower agricultural production, have sent food prices 

eat. Hence, statement 1 is correct.

with the Tanzanian and Mozambique Navies. Hence, 
statement 2 is correct.

The Indian embassy in Phnom Penh has received 
around 130 complaints of Indians trapped in 
Cambodia, with 75 people rescued so far. Allegedly, 
over 5,000 Indians are being held against their will in 
Cambodia and  
These “fraudsters” have reportedly duped people in 
India of at least Rs 500 crore over the last six months. 
Victims in Cambodia are coerced into extorting 

and claiming to have found suspicious materials in 
parcels. Hence, statement 3 is correct.

France is about to become the 

. 
Lawmakers in France’s lower house of parliament 
approved a bill that would ban discrimination over 
the texture, length, colour or style of someone’s hair. 
The authors of the bill hope the groundbreaking 

and others who have faced hostility in the workplace 
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and beyond because of their hair. Hence, statement 
4 is correct.

ANCIENT INDIA POETS AND KINGS

Poet King
Ashvaghosa 

Nagarjuna, Vasumitra

Kanishka

Harisena Samudragupta II
Amarsimha Chandra gupta II

kalidasa Chandragupta II
Banabhatta Harshavardhana

Ravikirti Pulkesin II
Bhavabhuti Yasovarman

Mahaviracharya Amoghavarsha
Jinsena Amoghavarsha 

(Hence pair 1 is 

incorrect)
Dandin Narsimhavarman

Rajashekhar Mahindrapala
Bilhana Vikramaditya VI

Viknaneshvara Vikramaditya VI
Kamban Chola

Book Author
Astadhyayi Panini

Mahabhasya Patanjli
Nagananda Harshvardhana

Naishadhacharita Sri Harsha
Mrichhakatika Sudraka
Gitagovinda Jayadev

Navratna Virsena
Mudrarakshasa Visakdatta

Rajtarangini Kalhana
Kathasaritsagar Somdeva

Kamasutra Vatsayana
Prashnottarmalika Amoghavarsha
Swapanvasdattam Bhasa

Buddha charita Asvaghosa
Natyashastra Bharata

Abhigyan 

Shakuntalam

Kalidasa

Vikramorvashi Kalidasa
Raghuvansan Kalidasa

Amarkosa Amarshmha

Panchsidhantika and 

Brihat Samhita

Varharmihara

Surya Sidhanta and 

Aryabhatta

Aryabhatta

Panch tantra Vishnu Sharma
Nitisara Kamandaka

AiholePrasasti Ravi Kriti
Indica Megasthanese

Arthasastra Kautilya
Charaka Samhita Charaka

Lilawati Bhaskara II
Harshacharita and 

Kadambari

Harsha vardhan

Ratnavali Harsha vardhan
Gathasaptashati Hala

Nitisara Kamandaka

The Amazon is the world’s largest rainforest. Located 

million square miles of land, and over 44% of that is 

only does the Amazon have a great deal of important 
and unique wildlife and plant life, but it is also a 
carbon sink, which means it helps to maintain the 

conservationists have worked hard to ensure parts 
of the Amazon Rainforest are being protected and 
preserved.

Here’s a glimpse of some of the top National Parks 
within the Amazon:

Napo and Curaray Riv-
ers, renowned for its 
incredible biodiversity.

reserve, home to di-
verse species including 
pink river dolphins.
One of the wildest 
parts of the Amazon, 
encompassing water-
falls and rapids.
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The largest national 

America, teeming with 
diverse wildlife.

-
est mountain range 
and dense Amazon 
Rainforest.

Colombia

-

experiences.

Peru

Peru’s largest protect-
ed area, home to rare 
species and diverse 
terrain.

Peru

Peru’s largest natu-
ral reserve, boasting 
dense wildlife habitats 
and wetlands.

paradise, featuring 
snow-capped moun-
tains and tropical jun-
gle.

-
zil border

A hidden gem stretch-
ing across the Pe-

pristine rainforest and 
more.
Famous for its archi-

-
lands and remarkable 
biodiversity.

: Location: Canada

named after the country’s highest peak, Mount Triglav.

Judicial Review is a critical legal process wherein a 
judge assesses the legality of a decision or action 

the manner in which a decision was made rather than 

the decision itself.
In India, we adhere to the concept of “Procedure 

only if the correct procedural steps were followed 
during its enactment. However, the broader notion of 
“Due Process of Law” ensures not just the existence of 
a law but also its fairness and justice.
This review empowers the courts to evaluate 
governmental actions, including those of the 
legislature and executive, to ensure their alignment 
with the constitution. It serves to legitimize government 
actions while safeguarding the constitution against 
undue governmental overreach.
Judicial review in India has been pivotal in upholding 
the constitution’s sanctity, as evidenced by landmark 
cases like the 

addressing public grievances, even without direct 
complaints.
Various types of judicial review exist, including reviews 
of legislative, administrative, and judicial decisions, 
each aimed at maintaining constitutional discipline 
and correcting legal discrepancies.
While judicial review is vital for upholding 
constitutional supremacy and protecting citizen 
rights, it is not without challenges. Issues like potential 
governmental limitations, adherence to separation of 

arise.

: Judicial 
review may impose constraints on the government’s 

: There’s a risk of 
exceeding the constitutional boundaries when judicial 
review overrides existing laws.

: In India, a 
separation of functions rather than powers is followed, 

government.

: The judiciary’s 
authority to strike down laws challenges the legislative 

the constitution.

: Judicial opinions in one case may 
set standards for future rulings, potentially limiting 

needs.
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: Judicial decisions in 

: Repeated court interventions 
can erode public trust in the government’s integrity, 

institutions.

Constitutional provisions in India, such as Articles 13, 
32, and 226, empower the courts to invalidate laws 
or actions that contravene constitutional provisions. 
These provisions underscore the judiciary’s role as 
the guardian of fundamental rights and the arbiter of 
constitutional disputes.

-

1901

Commission established for 
irrigation purposes during 
Lord Curzon’s tenure as 
Viceroy in 1901.

Fraser Commission 

Curzon in 1902

Commission instituted by 
Lord Curzon in 1902 to ad-
dress police reforms.

Hunter Commission 
-

1919

Commission appointed by 
Lord Chelmsford in 1919 to 
investigate disturbances in 
Punjab.

Irwin in 1927

Commission formed by Lord 
Irwin in 1927 to assess the 
relationship between Indian 

Whiteley Commission 

1929

Commission established by 
Lord Irwin in 1929 to ad-
dress labor-related issues.

Linlithgow in 1935

Commission initiated by 
Lord Linlithgow in 1935 to 
tackle unemployment prob-
lems.

1939

Commission formed by 
Lord Linlithgow in 1939 to 
review matters concerning 
the army.

Floud Commission 

by Linlighgow in 1940

Commission established by 
Lord Linlithgow in 1940 to 

-
gal.

Top of Form

Hence, only the 4th pair is incorrect. 

-

Charles 
Wood Des-
patch

Lord Dal-
housie

Hunter 
Commis-
sion

Lord 
Ripon

Raleigh 
Commis-
sion

1902 Lord 
Curzon

Commis-
sion

1917 Lord 
Chelms-
ford

Hartog 
Commis-
sion

1929 Lord 
Irwin

Plan
1944 Lord 

Wavell
Campbell 
Commis-
sion

Lawrence
Famine

Commis-
sion

Lord 
Lytton ,

Famine

Lyall Com-
mission

Lord d Famine

MacDon-
nell Com-
mission

1900 Lord 
Curzon

Famine

Commis-
sion

Lord Duf-
ferin

Currency

Fowler 
Commis-
sion

Lord Currency

Fraser 
Commis-
sion

1902 Lord 
Curzon

Agriculture

-

Commis-
sion

1919 Lord 
Chelms-
ford

Currency
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Hunter 
Committee 
Report

1919 Lord 
Chelms-
ford

Punjab Distur-
bances

Muddiman 
Committee

1924 Lord 
Reading

To examine 
the working 
of Diarchy 
of the Mon-
tague-Chelms-
ford reforms

Commis-
sion

1927 Lord 
Irwin

include non-forested habitats and high Himalayan 
regions.

plains experienced a decline in the number of 

decrease.

houses the largest leopard population in the country, 
as mentioned in the report.

The National Tiger Conservation Authority and 

leopard population estimation in India, indicating 

regions of the country.

, providing valuable insights into the 
population dynamics and conservation status 
of leopards in the country.

. Non-forested 
habitats and high Himalayas were not 
sampled. The survey included a foot survey 

covering 6,41,449 km and strategically placed 

The report 
estimates India’s leopard population at 

individuals. The survey covered 70% of the 
leopard habitat, excluding areas like the 
Himalayas and semi-arid regions not included 
in tiger habitats.

 Central India shows a 
stable or slightly growing leopard population, 

experienced a decline. Across India, in areas 

annum, with the largest growth rate observed 

 

Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu. Tiger reserves or 
sites with the 

 The report 
underscores the critical role of Protected 
Areas in conserving leopard populations. 
While tiger reserves are important 
strongholds, addressing conservation gaps 
outside protected areas is equally vital. 

pose challenges, highlighting the need for 

agencies, conservation organizations, and 
local communities.
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play a key role in the innate immune system. They 
are single-spanning receptors usually expressed on 
sentinel cells such as macrophages and dendritic 
cells, that recognize structurally conserved molecules 
derived from microbes. Once these microbes have 
reached physical barriers such as the skin or intestinal 
tract mucosa, they are recognized by TLRs, which 
activate immune cell responses. 

 The ability of the immune 
system to recognize molecules that are broadly 
shared by pathogens is, in part, due to the presence 

that are expressed on the membranes of leukocytes 
including dendritic cells, macrophages, natural killer 

Hence, statement 1 is correct.

produced by the direct reduction of iron ore in the 

gas or carbon monoxide produced from natural gas 
or coal.
This process reduces the oxygen content in the iron 
ore, resulting in a highly porous and spongy material, 

impurities.
It is used as a raw material in electric arc and induction 
furnaces for steelmaking, where it is melted and 
alloyed with other metals and carbon to produce 

to its high purity, low sulfur, and phosphorus content, 
which helps in producing high-quality steel. 

 30% of India’s steel production 
come via this route. Hence, statement 2 is correct.

involving the RAD51 protein. 

Uncontrolled re-replication of DNA segments 
can result in branch breakage and chromosome 

instability. This could also result in the activation of 

replication, RAD51 protects DNA and minimizes the 

suppressor. Hence, statement 3 is correct.

. It belongs 
to the  
and has numerous applications. The commonly 

is 

it is a high-molecular-weight polymer consisting 
: 

neither water nor water-containing substances wet 

. Hence, 
statement 4 is correct.
It is non-reactive, partly because of the strength 

containers and pipework for reactive and corrosive 

friction, wear, and energy consumption of machinery. 
It is used as a graft material in surgery and as a 

persistent organic pollutants or 
which is a white 

reactive metals like the alkali metals, and at higher 
temperatures also such metals as aluminium and 

 

friction of 0.02; diamond-like carbon being second-
Hence, statement 3 is incorrect.

that it is the only known surface to which a gecko 
cannot stick. In fact, 

used to prevent ants from climbing out of formicaria.
Hence, statement 1 is correct.
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low group velocity dispersion, especially at high radio 
frequencies, making it suitable for use as an excellent 
insulator in connector assemblies and cables, and in 
printed circuit boards used at microwave frequencies.
Hence, statement 2 is correct.

area of India.

 Deposition of organic matter derived from 
forests

Acidic

Heterogeneous, character changes with 
parent rocks and climate.

Require good deal of fertilizers.

Poor in potash
Poor in phosphorus
Poor in lime
Rich in Humus

 Wheat, maize, barley, Temperate fruits, spices, 

On the basis of genesis, colour, composition and 

Alluvial soils

Red soils

Lateritic soils

Forest and Mountain soils

Arid and Desert soils

Peaty and Marshy soils

 of the total 

Highly porous

Poor in Nitrogen

Poor in Phosphorus

Poor in Humus

Rich in Lime

Rich in Potash

Adequate Phosphoric acid, alkali
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 Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 

Jute

 of total 

 Weathering of volcanic rocks

High water retention capacity

Poor in Nitrogen
Poor in Humus
Poor in Phosphate
Rich in potash
Rich in lime
Rich in aluminium, calcium
Rich in iron, magnesium

Andhra Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu

: ,  

millets. Rice and sugarcane are equally important.

10.6% of the total 

 Decomposition of granite, gneiss and 
metamorphic rocks. Formed in 

Mostly Loamy

Rich and fertile in lowlands
Cannot retain water
Red colour due to the presence of 
Acidic in nature
Productive when fertilizers added

Poor in Nitrogen
Poor in Humus
Poor in Lime
Poor in Phosphorous
Poor in calcium
Rich in Iron
Rich in Potash
Rich in Potassium

 Whole of Tamil Nadu, parts of Kerala, 
and Karnataka, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Chota Nagpur plateau; 

wheat, rice, millets, tobacco, oil seeds.

 Leaching of laterite rocks. 
 High temperature and heavy rainfall with alternate 

wet and dry periods.

Agriculturally less important
Hardens like iron when exposed to air
Durable and valuable building material – 

Poor in Lime
Poor in Potash
Poor in Magnesia
Poor in phosphorous
Poor in calcium
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Poor in Nitrogen
Rich in Iron and ferric oxides
Rich in Aluminum Oxides
Rich in Iron Phosphate

 Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, West 

Malwa Plateau.

and Rubber, cinchona, coconut, arecanut, etc.

area of India.

 Deposition of organic matter derived from 
forests

Acidic
Heterogeneous, character changes with 
parent rocks and climate.
Require good deal of fertilizers.

Poor in potash
Poor in phosphorus
Poor in lime
Rich in Humus

 Wheat, maize, barley, Temperate fruits, spices, 

Poor in organic matter

Alkaline

Poor in Nitrogen

High in Calcium
Rich in Calcium Carbonate
Rich in Phosphate
High in Nitrates

 Rajasthan, Punjab and Haryana

 Drought resistant barley, cotton, millets, maize 
and pulses are grown. 

 Accumulation of soluble salt

Unproductive soil
poor drainage
In Punjab and Haryana gypsum is added to 
improve the soil

Rich in Chloride
Rich in Calcium
Rich in Magnesium

Rajasthan and Maharashtra 

large amount of organic matter
considerable amount of soluble salts
black, heavy and highly acidic
heavy rainfall and high humidity

Poor in Potash
Poor in Phosphate
Rich in humus and Organic Matter

 Kottayam and Alappuzha districts of 

Uttarakhand.

 Paddy cultivation
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from the plastic bag that we commonly see at the 

packaging purposes due to its strong ability to prevent 
oxygen from getting in and spoiling the product 
inside. It also helps to keep the carbon dioxide in 
carbonated drinks from getting out.

recycling programs, this type of plastic contains 
antimony trioxide—a matter that is considered as 
a carcinogen—capable of causing cancer in a living 
tissue.

greater the potential for the release of the antimony. 
Warm temperatures inside cars, garages, and 
enclosed storage could also increase the release of 
the hazardous matter.

There are approximately 45 unique types of plastics, 
each with numerous variations. Manufacturers can 
tweak physical structures such as molecular weight 
distribution, density, or melt indices to create 

applications.

Plastics are broadly categorized into thermoset 
plastics and thermoplastics. Thermoset plastics, like 
epoxy resins and polyurethanes, retain their shape 

tires, auto parts, and composites. Thermoplastics, on 
the other hand, return to their original form when 

There are three principal classes of polymers: 
thermoplastics, thermosets, and elastomers, 
distinguished by their behavior under applied heat. 
Thermoplastic polymers can be either amorphous 
or crystalline and can be melted and remelted, 
facilitating recycling. Thermosetting plastics form a 
network of cross-linked bonds upon curing, rendering 

elastic deformation properties and can revert to their 
original form following deformation.

used in food and drink packaging due to its ability 
to prevent oxygen ingress and maintain product 

a carcinogenic substance, which can be released over 
time, especially in warm environments like cars or 
storage areas.

like gloves and garbage bags, boasts strong and 
dense polymer chains, making it suitable for various 
applications including grocery bags and milk 
containers. Although considered relatively stable 

chemicals under certain conditions.

PVC, used in wraps and various consumer products, is 
known for its impermeability but is considered highly 

and phthalates. Despite its widespread use, PVC is 
rarely accepted by recycling programs.

deemed safer for food use, it poses challenges for 

humans.

food containers and sanitary products. Although 
considered safer than some plastics, PP has limited 
recyclability and may pose risks of asthma and 
hormone disruption.

but poses environmental concerns due to its low 
recycling rate and potential to leach toxic styrene 
when exposed to heat and oily foods.

such as hormonal disruption and cancer. Despite 
widespread use, PC has a low recycling rate and is 
increasingly restricted in certain applications due to 
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its toxicity.

India being a democracy, voting and elections play a 

have been facing a lot of issues in a big democracy like 

and Criminalization of Politics. Therefore, the need for 
electoral reforms has been ever increasing. This was 
the view of many committees formed for this matter, 
some of which are- 

Law Commission Report on Reform of the 

National Commission to Review the Working 

This Declaration is meant to complement all sporting, 
local, national and international charters, laws, codes, 
rules and regulations Debating to women or sport. 
The overriding aim is to develop a sporting culture 
that enables and values the full involvement of women 
in every aspect of sport.

2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic, proposed 
“focused protection” as an alternative to widespread 
lockdowns. It suggested safeguarding vulnerable 
groups while allowing the virus to spread through 
the broader population to achieve herd immunity 
within three months. This approach sparked debate, 
with critics cautioning about potential harm and 

The London Declaration, crafted during the 1949 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference, 
addressed India’s status within the Commonwealth 
of Nations following its adoption of a republican 
constitution. Drafted by Indian statesman V. K. Krishna 

in the Commonwealth despite its transition away from 
monarchical rule. This pivotal document underscored 
the evolving nature of the Commonwealth and its 
commitment to inclusivity amidst geopolitical shifts.

The Declaration of Helsinki, established in 1964 by 

fundamental guide for ethical standards in human 
experimentation within the medical community. 
Though not legally binding internationally, its 

regulations worldwide. It holds physicians to a moral 
obligation that supersedes local laws, emphasizing the 
paramount importance of protecting human subjects 
in research. This ethical framework underscores a 
global commitment to safeguarding the welfare of 
individuals involved in medical studies.Top of Form

Hence, the correct match is : D) 1-a, 2-c, 3-d, 4-b

C) 3, 4, 2, 1

First Regulating Act—1773

Mehrgarh Culture
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3000 – 

2600 – 

1700 – 

Indus Valley Civilization, 
-

ture Harappan Phase, Late 
Harappan Phase

Complete disappearance of 
Harappan towns

as the Rigveda age

Iron age of India

Later Vedic Age

-
padas

-

Penetration of Iranian ruler, 
Darius into Northwest India

Invasion of India by Alexan-

-
an dynasty

Reign of Ashoka

-
cil was held

contacts and invasion of 

The decline of the Mauryan 

-
na Dynasty in Deccan

Kushan ruler, Kanishka

-

by Chandragupta I

Reign of Chandragupta I

Reign of Chandragupta II

Hunas invasion and end of 

Period of King Harshavard-
hana

Reign of Chalukyas of 
Kalyani

-
trakuta dynasty by Danti 
Durga

-
dia

Reign of Rajaraja Chola
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Reign of Rajendra Chola

Invasion of India by Mah-

-

-

its surrounding was under 
Turkish rule

-
bak

Death of Qutbuddin Aibak

Reign of Iltutmish

Reign of Raziya

dynasty by JalaluddinKhalji

Reign of JalaluddinKhalji

Reign of Alauddin Khalji

-

Tughlaq

-
laq

Reign of Muham-
mad-bin-Tughlaq

Transfer of capital from Del-
-

Reign of Firuz Tughlaq

Reign of Nasiruddin Mah-
mud

Invasion of Delhi by Timur

The Reign of the Tughlaq 
dynasty came to an end

dynasty

Reign of Ibrahim Lodhi

-
-

1377 to 1404 Reign of Harihara II

Reign of Deva Raya I

Reign of Deva Raya II

Tuluva dynasty was founded 
by Krishna Deva Raya

Reign of Krishnadeva Raya

Rakshasa-Tangadi. Marked 
the decline of the Vi-
jayanagara empire

Kingdom

Reign of Ala-ud-din Hasan 
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-
ni by Deva Raya I

Calicut

Alfonso Albuquerque cap-

-
-

-

Accession of Humayun to 
the throne

Khan at Chausa

Humayun recaptured the 
-

Accession of Akbar to the 
throne

Reign of Akbar

Abolition of the Jizyah sys-
tem by Akbar

Vijayanagar empire

was constructed in Fatehpur 

of Maharana Pratap by Ak-

Promulgation of Din-i-Ilahi 
by Akbar

Reign of Jahangir

Coronation of Aurangzeb

Jizyah system was reintro-
duced by Aurangzeb

Death of Aurangzeb

Reign of Farrukhsiyar

invaded India

-
ls were defeated by Nadir 

First Carnatic War

Reign of Alamgir II
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-
har, and Orissa were grant-

First Anglo-Mysore war

Warren Hastings was ap-
-

gal

Abolition of dual govern-

The Regulating Act of 
1773 was passed

First Anglo-Maratha war

Treaty of Purandhar

Pitt’s India Act was passed

Lord Cornwallis served as 

Third Anglo-Mysore 
-

The Charter Act of 1793 was 
passed

Lord Wellesley was appoint-

Alliance 

Fourth Anglo-Mysore war

Reign of Akbar II

Lord Minto served as the 

passed

Lord Warren Hast-
-

Third Anglo-Maratha war

Lord Amherst served as the 

by Raja Rammohan Roy

passed

Lord Auckland served as the 

and the end of the Mughal 
empire

Lord Hardinge served as the 
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Lord Dalhousie served as 

passed

Charles Wood’s despatch on 

Lord Canning served as the 

Lord Canning was appoint-
ed as the Viceroy

Indian Council Act of 

Viceroy

formed by Dadabhai Naoroji

Lord Mayo served as Vice-
roy

Indian National Associa-
-
-

The Vernacular Press Act 
was passed

Lord Ripon served as Vice-
roy

Viceroy

-
an National Congress

Lord Lansdowne served as 
Viceroy

was passed

-
roy

Lord Curzon served as Vice-
roy

Lord Minto II served as Vice-
roy

goal of the Congress by 
Dadabhai Naoroji

Formation of the Muslim 
League

passed

Indian Newspapers Act was 
passed

Morley-Minto Reforms

Indian Councils Act of 1909 
was passed

Indian Press Act was passed

Lord Hardinge II served as 
Viceroy
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-
tion of 1905

First World War

The arrival of Mohandas 

Lord Chelmsford served as 
Viceroy

Home Rule League was set 
-

sant

Lucknow pact between Con-
gress and Muslim League

into Congress at Lucknow 
session of Congress

August declaration was 

Montagu

Montagu-Chelmsford Re-
form was introduced

1919 was passed

Rowlatt Act was passed

Khilafat and Non-Coopera-
tion Movement

-
ments took place

Lord Reading served as 
Viceroy

Chauri Chaura incident

Lord Irwin served as Viceroy

All India Women’s Confer-
ence was founded by Mar-
garet Cousins

Commission

Nehru Report was put forth

Jinnah’s Fourteen points 
were proposed

Civil Disobedience Move-
ment

First-round Table Confer-
ence

-
ference

Lord Wellingdon served as 
Viceroy

Third Round Table Confer-
ence

Announcement of commu-
nal award

Poona Pact was signed

1935 was passed

Lord Linlithgow served as 
Viceroy

-
nounced
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Cripps Mission headed by 

to India

Lord Wavell served as Vice-
roy

Wavell Plan

Cabinet Mission was sent to 
India

Mountbatten Plan was an-
nounced

Indian Independence Act 
was passed

Partition of India into India 
and Pakistan

The Constitution of India 
was adopted

The Constitution of India 
came into force

Completely dried up by December 2015 due to 
climate change-exacerbated drought and sediment 
buildup from local mining.

the Australian continent.

Once the world’s fourth-largest inland body of water.

and Amu Darya rivers for irrigation purposes.

Reservoir of Hoover Dam, Arizona-Nevada border.

2000 and 2015 due to a multiyear drought in the 

Africa.
Historically one of Africa’s largest lakes, but its surface 
area varies greatly seasonally and annually.

Iran.

southwestern Asia.

surface.

diversion of the Jordan River and increased water 
usage for commercial purposes since the 1960s.

storage in the last 20 years, linked to enforcement of 
conservation laws on water withdrawal since the early 
2000s.

water level increases. Recent increases in lake areas 
range from 21 per cent for Lake Naivasha to 123 per 

The Afar Triangle, also referred to as the Afar 
Depression, is a geological depression formed by the 
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The primary water source for the region is the Awash 

annual dry season, leaving behind a series of saline 
lakes. The northern section of the Afar Depression is 

Asia. 

plants are cultivated for their leaves which are most 

Hence, statement 1 is correct.

spices, is derived from the vibrant crimson stigmas 

a member of the iris family, blooms in autumn, 

red stigmas protruding from their centers. Cultivation 

regions with a Mediterranean climate, including Iran, 

induced nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and bleeding. 

Hence, statement 2 is correct.

essence, is a sought-after rice variety cultivated 
primarily in the Indian subcontinent, notably in India, 

substantial 65% share of the global basmati rice trade 
in 2019, with Pakistan contributing the remaining 
35%. Despite basmati rice being grown in various 

the Indian Agricultural and Processed Food Products 

basmati.

Hence, 
statement 3 is correct.

an autonomous organisation under the Department 
of Commerce in India, registered basmati rice as a 

Phyllostachys aurea,
bamboo or golden bamboo is 

 that is 
now widespread globally and especially problematic in 
Australia and North America. This woody, rhizomatous 
perennial grass rapidly forms a dense monoculture, 

ecosystem.Hence, statement 4 is correct.

All statements are correct.

The pricing policy for sugarcane is regulated by the 

sugarcane, with farmers entitled to a 50:50 share of 

mechanism was rarely implemented. In October 2009, 

aimed to ensure fair compensation for growers. 

from the 2009-10 sugar season. Consequently, the 

must consider various statutory factors outlined in 
the Control Order, including the cost of sugarcane 
production, returns from alternative crops, sugar 
availability to consumers at a fair price, sugar prices, 
sugar recovery rates, and income from by-products 
such as molasses, bagasse, and press mud.

Current assets are cash and short-term assets that 
can be quickly converted to cash within one year 
or operating cycle. They’re also referred to as liquid 
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assets. When an asset is liquid, it can be converted to 
cash in a short timeframe.

company’s balance sheet:

Cash.
Cash equivalents.
Accounts receivable.
Inventory.
Prepaid expenses and liabilities.

Current assets will turn into cash within a year from 
the date displayed at the top of the balance sheet. 

debt or equity.
The balance sheet reports on an accounting period, 
which is typically a 12-month timeframe. Current 

sheet.

companies can convert current assets into cash within 
a year. 
Here are some examples of non-current assets:

Land

Manufacturing plants
Vehicles
Natural resources
Investments, like bonds
Patents and trademarks

Inherited customer bases
Acquired brands

Hence, statement 1 is incorrect.
Neon gas is used in the photolithography process 
that is the most common method for fabricating 

the laser machines that carve the integrated circuits. 

For use of neon gas in the semiconductor industry, 
the gas has to reach 99.99% purity levels — which 
makes it a rarity. Hence, statement 2 is correct. More 
than half of semiconductor-grade neon comes from 
Ukrainian companies Incas and Cryoin.
PM Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of the 

in India. Hence, statement 3 is incorrect.

Pattadakal, also known as Raktapura, stands as a 
testament to the architectural and cultural prowess 
of ancient India. 

Hence, 
statement 1 is incorrect. Positioned approximately 

Pattadakal occupies a pivotal place in India’s historical 

theology. The intricately carved friezes on the Hindu 
temples narrate tales from Hindu epics like the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata, along with other texts 

is most pronounced in temples like Papanatha and 
Virupaksha, showcasing complex friezes and exquisite 
craftsmanship. While the Virupaksha temple remains 
an active site of Hindu worship, the Mallaprabha River, 
coursing through the valley of mountains and plains, 

The Virupaksha Temple, nestled in the heart of Hampi, 
Karnataka, stands as a majestic testament to the rich 
cultural and architectural heritage of India. Dedicated 

pilgrimage within the 

. 
, a nayaka 

under the reign of Deva Raya II of the Vijayanagara 

centuries. Adorned with delicately carved pillars and 
surrounded by a complex of shrines and courtyards, 
it remains a vibrant center of worship to this day. 
The temple complex features a nine-tiered eastern 
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gateway, a testament to the architectural marvels of 
its time, leading to inner sanctums and courtyards. 

Hence, statement 2 is correct. Commissioned by the 
illustrious King Krishnadevaraya, the temple’s central 
pillared hall and gateway tower stand as enduring 
symbols of his patronage and architectural vision. As 
a hub of religious and cultural activities, the temple 
continues to resonate with the echoes of ancient 
rituals, music, and dance, inviting visitors to immerse 
themselves in its timeless splendor.
The Ravana Phadi Cave Temples stand as the earliest 

Chalukyas, dating back to the 6th century. 
, the destroyer in the Hindu Trimurti, this 

temple boasts a simple exterior adorned with four 
pillars at the entrance, featuring bas-relief sculptures 

Hence, statement 3 is incorrect. 
Inside, the mandapa reveals an array of bas-relief 

the surrounding temples. Within the cave, visitors 
encounter intricate carvings illustrating Hindu 

such as Nataraja, along with carvings of Vishnu, 

interior, making it a compelling site for exploration 
within the Aihole monuments.

managing riot and crowd control situations. Hence, 
statement 1 is incorrect. It operates nationwide, 
employing trained personnel equipped with non-
lethal weapons to ensure minimum harm during 
dispersal.
Formed on December 11, 1991, and fully operational 
by October 7, 1992, RAF addresses riots, crowd 
disturbances, and rescue operations. Recognized 
for its service, it was awarded the President’s colors 
in October 2003. RAF’s primary role is riot and 
crowd control, deployed during communal violence, 
elections, and agitations. It also contributes to United 
Nations Peacekeeping Operations since 2007 and 

played a crucial role in securing areas surrounding 
prominent targets. 
The force is equipped with non-lethal weapons for 
dispersing the crowd with minimum harm and losses. 
It is always kept in readiness for rapid deployment 
when the situation so demands and are only deployed 
by the orders of 

Hence, statement 2 is correct.

enforcement and humanitarian service, embodying its 
motto: 
Hence, statement 3 is correct.

 a relief operation to 
evacuate Indian,  and Nepalese nationals, 
as well as Lebanese nationals with Indian spouses, 

2006 Lebanon 
War

 Operation by the 
Indian Armed Forces to evacuate Indian citizens 
and other foreign nationals from Yemen during 

its allies in that country during the Yemeni Crisis.

 - Operation by 
the Indian Navy using  to evacuate 

were stranded by Cyclone Mekenu.

This includes a list of Army operations, both old one 
as well as ongoing operations, as well as humanitarian 
military operations:
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1 Operation Polo Hyderabad Indian armed forc-
es ended the rule 
of the Nizam of Hy-
derabad and led to 
the incorporation of 
the princely state of 
Hyderabad in -
ern India, into the In-
dian Union

2
Raid I

1955 Punjab To curb the Punjabi 
.

3 Operation Vijay 1961 ,  
Daman Diu

The operation by 
the Military of In-
dia that led to the 
incorporation of Por-
tuguese India

India
4 -

plechase
1971 Red Corridor Combined operation 

against Naxalites

5 Amalgamation of Indian Army disarmed 
and disbanded the 

which  joined 
India as a 
India.

6 Punjab Carried out to remove 
religious leader Jar-

-
wale and his followers 
from the buildings of 
the -
hib complex in Amrit-
sar, Punjab

7 O p e r a t i o n 
Woodrose

Punjab

Operation Red 
Rose

Punjab

9 K a r n a t a -
ka, Madhya 
Pradesh, Ma-
harashtra, Him-
achal Pradesh, 
Haryana and 
Uttar Pradesh 

-
itant leaders outside 

militant captured and 
-

thizers detained.

10
Thunder I

Punjab -
en Temple over sus-
pected militants. No 
casualties on militant 
side, 2 civilians killed 
and 1 soldier killed.

11 -
cation

Punjab

12 Operation Mand Punjab To capture or kill Av-

-
copter lost, no mili-
tant detained.

13 -
bird

Manipur Indian retaliation op-

attacks on the Assam 
’ outpost

14
Raid II

Punjab Rumor that militant 

complex. Not found.
15 Operation Pawan Operations by the 

Indian Peace Keeping 
Force to take control 

enforce the disarma-

Lankan Accord.Op-
eration Viraat, which 

-
ter Operation Pawan, 
was an anti-insur-
gency operation 
launched by the IPKF 

-

16
Thunder II

Punjab
-

tants surrendered, 2 
soldiers killed, many 
militants escaped.

17 Operation Night 
Dominance

1990-1994 Punjab To control the land-
scape of Punjab at 
night.

Operation Rak-
shak I

1990 Punjab -
cy.

19 Operation Vadhi 
Pahar

1991 Punjab Indian Police and 
Army operation to kill 

-

20 1992 Punjab To bring a secure 
election, did not suc-
ceed as militants boy-
cotted election, data 
suggests only 21% of 
Punjab voted.

21
Raid III

1992 Punjab To stop commemora-
tion of the assassins 

Vaidya.
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22
Vinash

2003 Jammu and 
Kashmir

An assault on the 
largest system of 
hideouts used by in-
surgents in Jammu 
and Kashmir in which 
over 60 militants were 
killed

23
Tornado

Mumbai, Ma-
harashtra

Against the 
Mumbai Terror At-
tacks

24 Operation All Out 1990 -
itants from specially 
Kashmir region of 
Jammu and Kashmir 
state of India.

25 2015 Indian 
counter-insurgen-
cy operation in 
Myanmar

2015 Myanmar Indian Army al-
legedly conducted 
hot pursuit of Naga 

-
Khaplang along 
the India-Myanmar 
border.

26 Operation Calm 
Down

2016 Jammu and 
Kashmir

27 Operation Randori 2020 Jammu and 
Kashmir

Operation Devi 2021 Punjab, Hary-
ana, Delhi, Af-
ghanistan

-

the Islamic Republic 
of Afghanistan.

29 2022 Ukraine To evacuate the Indi-
an citizens amidst the 
2022 Russian inva-
sion of Ukraine, who 
had crossed over to 
neighboring coun-
tries

operation launched on Pakistan›s port city 
of Karachi during the Indo-Pakistani War of 
1971.

 Follow-up to 
Operation Trident on Karachi, Pakistan›s port 
city in 1971.

 Against the coup 

Karachi Port
During 2004 Indian Ocean 

earthquake Operation Madath Operation 
Sea Waves Operation Castor Operation 
Rainbow Operation Gambhir Operation 
Rahat-II

 - Indian Navy had 
launched Operation Madad, major rescue, 

The operation was launched to assist state 
administration and undertake disaster relief 

Kerala.
 This 

operation was launched to bring back Indian 
citizens struck at overseas during Covid-19 
pandemic.

. 

economist John Maynard Keynes in his seminal work 

Money,” delves into the dynamics of cash holdings 
within an economy. This theory elucidates how 
individuals and businesses prioritize liquidity, or the 

term needs and navigate economic uncertainties.

: Liquidity 

motives behind holding money: transaction, 
precautionary, and speculative. These 

against unforeseen expenses, and capitalize 

interest rates and market conditions.
: 

Individuals weigh the convenience of holding 
readily available cash against the potential 
returns from investing in less liquid assets like 

levels and prevailing interest rates in shaping 
liquidity preferences.

: The demand for money 
is not solely based on personal preferences 

of these factors is income level. Individuals 
with higher incomes tend to have higher 
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hold more cash without compromising their 

interest rates. When interest rates are low, 
individuals may choose to hold less cash 
since there are better opportunities for 
earning returns through investments in other 
assets. Conversely, when interest rates are 
high, people may prefer holding more cash as 
the opportunity cost of not earning interest 

preference curve to illustrate the relationship 
between money demand and interest 
rates. Additionally, the Preferred Habitat 

further emphasizing the nuanced interplay 
between liquidity preferences and interest 
rate dynamics.

: Liquidity 

broader economic implications. Rooted in 
Keynesian economics, this theory underscores 
the role of monetary policy and individuals’ 
expectations in shaping economic activity 

underlying motives, individuals and businesses can 
make informed decisions regarding cash management 
and respond adeptly to evolving economic conditions 
and policy changes.

Chinese mainland and is bordered by the countries 
of 

 The countries have bickered 
over territorial control in the sea for centuries, but in 
recent years tensions have soared to new heights.

Movement Period Place Leader

1 Chuar uprising Midnapur the zamindar of 

of Dhalbhum

2 Halba rebellion 1774-
79

Donger, 
 Chhatisgarh –

3 Chakma rebellion 1776- –

4 Pahariya Chhotanagpur Raja Jagganath

5 Tamar’s revolution 1794-
1795 Chhotanagpur

6 1795 –

7 Chuar rebellion 1795- Midnapur
Jagannath 

Kol Rebellion 1795- Chhotanagpur

9
Tribal Revolt 
against the sale of 
Panchet estate

Chhotanagpur Raja Jagganath

10 Mizo Movement Mizoram –

11 Khurda Rebellion Orisha –

12 Kondhas Rebellion Orissa –

13
Rajasthan 
and Madhy-
apradesh

14 Paralkot Rebellion

15 Rebellion Meghalaya –

16 Tarapur rebellion 54 –

17 Maria rebellion 63 –
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J h a r k h a n d 
Movement Jharkhand –

19 Kond Revolution Orissa

20 First Freedom 
57 and Kanu 

Murmu
–

21 Tantya Tope

22 Koi revolt

23 Adilabad

24 –

25 Kuki Invasion Manipur –

26 Juang tribal Orissa –

27 Koya Andhra Pradesh Tammandora

Keonjhar –

29 –

30 Rani of Nagas 
rebellion Manipur –

31 1st Rampa 
Rebellion Vizagapatnam –

32 Naga Movement

33 people
A n d a m a n 
and Nicobar 
Islands

–

34 Dhanbad

35 Rebellion Pradesh –

36 Mundal rebellion Orissa

37 Lushei rebellion Tripura –

1910 -
tisgarh –

39 Movement 1913 Rajasthan

40 movement
1913-
1914

41 Kuki Movement 1917-
1919 Manipur chieftains called

42 movement
1920-
1921 Jharkhand

43 2nd Rampa 
Rebellion

1921-
1923 Visakhapatnam –

44 Koya Rebellion 1922 Andrapradesh

45 Naga Rebellion 1932 Nagaland

46 Kolam 1941 Adilabad in  
Andhra Pradesh –

47 Koraput Revolution 1942 Orissa Lakshmana Naik

A n d a m a n e s e 
Revolution

1942-
1945

Andaman and 
Nicobar –

49 Assam

50 Dongria Kondh 
Movement Odisha

 

explore ways to legitimize their colonial rule through 
relating themselves to previous Indian rulers.
As mentioned earlier, the main inspiration for this new 

which began in northern India and expanded to most 

The , for instance, 
inculcates numerous Mughal elements and presents 

Hence, 
statement 2 is correct.

which incorporated elements and motifs of Hindu and 
Islamic precedents. Hence, statement 1 is correct.

pointed arches, cusped arches, or scalloped 
arches

horseshoe arches, in fact characteristic of 

contrasting colours of voussoirs round an 
arch, especially red and white; another feature 
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chala

pinnacles

jalis or openwork screens

Iwans, in the form of entrances set back from 
the facade, under an arch.

Hence, statement 3 is correct.

Chief proponents of this style of architecture included 

other skilled professionals and artisans throughout 

complex root systems that are ideal for storing carbon 
in the soil. Their root structures also help stabilize the 
soil, increase moisture levels, and retain nutrients. As 
perennial plants, native grasses are able to sequester 
carbon year-round without releasing it.

Agaves are naturally adapted succulents and deep-
rooted trees that are resistant to drought and rising 

agaves, these carbon sinks can suck in and store 
around 30 to 60 tons of CO2 per hectare.

Hence, options 1 and 4 are incorrect. 

Note: Wildebeest, wolves, elephants, sharks and 
whales are among those species whose natural 
functions contribute to carbon sequestration.

tissues within a host organism that are susceptible to 
infection and provide a conducive environment for 
the growth and replication of a particular pathogen, 
such as viruses, bacteria, or parasites. While some 

pathogens exhibit a broad tissue tropism, capable of 
infecting multiple types of cells and tissues throughout 
the body, others may have a more restricted range 
and primarily target a single tissue. For instance, the 

the presence of cellular receptors that permit viral 
entry, the availability of transcription factors necessary 
for viral replication, and the molecular characteristics 
of viral proteins, such as glycoproteins, which interact 

as binding sites on both host and viral surfaces, 
facilitating the fusion or attachment of the viral cell 
to the host cell. This interaction initiates a series of 
events leading to viral replication within the host cell.

An illustrative example of tissue tropism can be 
seen in the case of HIV. The HIV virus possesses a 
glycoprotein gp120, which precisely binds to the 
CD4 marker present on the surface of T cells and 
macrophages. This enables HIV to enter these immune 
cells, initiating the infection cycle and subsequent 
viral replication. As the infection progresses, HIV 
undergoes tissue tropism, acquiring new tissues with 
the necessary receptors to sustain its replication and 
spread throughout the host organism.

In summary, tissue tropism plays a crucial role in the 
pathogenesis of infectious diseases, determining 

Understanding the mechanisms of tissue tropism 

interventions and strategies for combating infectious 
pathogens.

 

Charles Wood 
Despatch

Lord 
Dalhousie

Hunter 
Commission

Lord Ripon

Raleigh 
Commission

1902 Lord Curzon

Commission
1917 Lord 

Chelmsford
Hartog 
Commission

1929 Lord Irwin

1944 Lord Wavell
Campbell 
Commission Lawrence

Famine
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Commission
Lord Lytton Famine

Lyall Commission Famine
MacDonnell 
Commission

1900 Lord Curzon Famine

Commission
Currency

Fowler 
Commission

Currency

Hilton Young 
Commission

1926 Lord 
Linlithgow

Currency

Fraser 
Commission

1902 Lord Curzon Agriculture

Commission
1901 Lord Curzon Irrigation

Commission
1919 Lord 

Chelmsford
Currency

Hunter 
Committee 
Report

1919 Lord 
Chelmsford

Punjab Disturbances

Muddiman 
Committee

1924 Lord Reading To examine the 
working of Diarchy 
of the Montague-
Chelmsford reforms

Commission
1927 Lord Irwin

Whitley 
Commission

1929 Lord Irwin Labour

Commission
Lord Irwin To investigate the 

progress of the 
governance scheme 
and suggest new 
steps for reform

Commission
1935 Lord 

Linlithgow
Unemployment

Commission
1939 Lord 

Linlithgow
Army

FIoud 
Commission

1940 Lord 
Linlithgow

 

, poses acute toxicity risks to both birds and 
humans, leading to its prohibition in various regions 

countries. Primarily utilized in agriculture due to its 

doubles as a method of self-harm, often employed 
in cases of suicide. Notably, Monocrotophos gained 
notoriety due to its involvement in a tragic incident 

after consuming a state-provided meal contaminated 
with the pesticide.

1.

2.

3. Aldrin
4.
5.

6. Calcium Cyanide
7.

9. Chlordane
10. Chlorofenvinphos

A. 11. Copper Acetoarsenite
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
-

17.

19.
20.

21.

22.

23. Heptachlor
24.
25.

26.

27. Menazon
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29.

30. Metoxuron
31. Nitrofen
32.
33.

34. Pentachlorophenol
35. Phenyl Mercury Acetate
36.

37.

-
ulation 
to be 
con-
tinued 
in the 
extant 
manner 
for 
non-in-
secti-
cidal 

39.
40. Tetradifon
41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

 
 

1.

2. Methomyl 12.5% L
3. Methomyl 24% formulation
4.

 

1. Dalapon
2. Ferbam
3. Formothion
4. Nickel Chloride
5.
6.
7. -

 

Name of Pesticides Details of Restrictions

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aluminium Phos-
phide

The Pest Control Operations with Alu-
minium Phosphide may be undertaken 

approved by the Plant Protection Advi-
1Aluminium 

Phosphide 15 % 12 g tablet and 2Alu-
-

1Decision of 
nd RC held on 02-11-2007 and, 2De-

cision of 326th RC held on 15-02-2012.

 

The production, marketing and use 
of Aluminium Phosphide tube packs 
with a capacity of 10 and 20 tablets of 
3 g each of Aluminium Phosphide are 

17th
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2.

 

 

 

 

Captafol

The use of Captafol as foliar spray is 
banned. Captafol shall be used only as 
seeddresser.

th

 

banned for use in the country except 
manufacture for export.

th

 

 

3.

 

 

Cypermethrin

to be used only through Pest Control 
Operators and not allowed to be used 

of 2009 dated 14-07- 2009 and LPA-

 

4.

 

Dazomet

The use of Dazomet is not permitted on 

st

5.  Dichloro Di-
phenyl Tri-
chloro    eth-

The use of DDT for the 
domestic   Public   Health 
Programme is restrict-
ed up to 10,000 Metric 
Tonnes per annum, except 
in case of any major   out-

Hindustan Insecticides 
Ltd., the sole manufactur-
er of DDT in the country 
may manufacture DDT for 
export to other countries 
for use in vector control 
for public health purpose. 
The export of DDT to Par-

shall be strictly in accor-
dance with the paragraph 

-
holm Convention on Per-
sistent Organic Pollutants 

Use of DDT in Agriculture 
is withdrawn. In very spe-
cial circumstances war-
ranting the use of DDT for 
plant protection work, the 

purchase it directly from 
-

cides Ltd. to be used un-

 

 

6.

 

Fenitrothion

The use of Fenitrothion is 
banned in Agriculture ex-
cept for locust control in 
scheduled desert area and 
public health.

rd-
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7.

-
mide

-

operators under the strict 
-
-

pertise is approved by the 
Plant Protection Advisor.

20thMay, 1999 and earlier 

  

Monocroto-
phos

Monocrotophos is 
banned for use on vege-

10th

 

 

 

 

9.

 

 

 

 

-
port, manufacture, formu-
lation, transport, sell and 
its all uses except use in 
wheat shall be prohibited 
and completely banned 

th

-
ment has to be incor-
porated in the label and 

aquatic organism, hence 
should not be used near 
water bodies, aquaculture 
or pisciculture area.

th

act of transfer, its conditions, and interpretations. 

Act allows for transfers by competent individuals, 
subject to certain conditions, and protects the rights 

conditions under which property can be transferred 
and the rights of the transferees. Various related 

Property Act, forming a comprehensive framework 

for property law in India. The 

arise out of the land, and things attached to the earth, 
or permanently fastened to anything attached to the 
earth. Hence, statement 1 is correct.

and regulations governing the registration of 

Registrars as authorized entities for registration and 

Additionally, the Act addresses the timing, location, 
and fees associated with registration, with variations 

cover preliminary information and the establishment 
responsible for registration, while Part III details 
the documents to be registered and the conditions 

that must be compulsorily registered, including gift 
deeds and leases exceeding one year. Parts IV and V 
discuss the timing and location of registration, with 
penalties imposed for delayed registration. The Act 
plays a crucial role in ensuring legal authenticity and 
protecting the interests of parties involved in property 
transactions. 

Hence, statement 2 
is incorrect.

Parliament of India in 2005, replaced the former 
Freedom of Information Act, 2002, establishing rules 
and procedures for citizens’ access to information. 
Any Indian citizen can request information from a 
“public authority,” 

 Urgent matters 
concerning life and liberty require a response within 

digitize records for easy access and proactively 
disclose certain information to minimize formal 
requests. While not explicitly a Fundamental Right, 

the Indian Constitution. The Act aims to consolidate 
these rights by empowering citizens to access 
information. It overrides previous laws restricting 
information disclosure, promoting transparency and 
accountability. Despite its utility, RTI faces challenges, 
including amendments that critics argue weaken 

under RTI scrutiny, enhancing transparency. The Act’s 
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implementation is overseen by bodies like the Central 

Commissions, ensuring citizens’ access to information. 
Fees may apply for requests, though exemptions 
exist for disadvantaged individuals. Additionally, 
digital portals like the RTI Portal facilitate access to 

transparency and accountability. Hence, statement 3 
is correct.

Money market basically refers to a section of the 

liquidity and short-term maturities are traded. Money 

market for buying and selling of securities of short-
term maturities, of one year or less, such as treasury 
bills and commercial papers.

Over-the-counter trading is done in the money 
market and it is a wholesale process. It is used by the 
participants as a way of borrowing and lending for the 
short term.

Money market consists of 

. Hence, statement 1 is 
correct.

It is used by many participants, including companies, 
to raise funds by selling commercial papers in the 
market. Money market is considered a safe place to 
invest due to the high liquidity of securities.

It has certain risks which investors should be aware 
of, one of them being default on securities such as 
commercial papers. Money market consists of various 

or loan securities. It is the best source to invest in 
liquid assets.

The money market is 

. Hence, 
statement 2 is incorrect. Money market gives lesser 
return to investors who invest in it but provides a 
variety of products.

Hence, statement 3 is incorrect. Money 

for a shorter period of time while capital markets are 
used for longer time periods.

Meanwhile, a mortgage lender can create protection 
against a fallout risk by entering an agreement with 
an agency or private conduit for operational, rather 

than mandatory, delivery of the mortgage. In such an 

an option, which gives the lender the right, but not 
the obligation, to deliver the mortgage. Against that, 
the private conduit charges a fee for allowing optional 
delivery.

1. 

- 1963

2. 
- 1971

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
1992

Conven

Known 
as the 
Ramsar 
Conven-
tion, it was 
adopted 
in the city 
of Ramsar, 
Iran.
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Conven

The Con-
vention on 
Persistent 
Organic 
Pollutants 

adopted 

-
land.

The Con-
vention 
on Inter-
national 
Trade in 

-
gered 

of Wild 
Fauna and 
Flora is 
an inter-
national 
treaty 
for the 
conser-
vation of 
biological 
diversity.

Conven

Bio
logical 

The Con-
vention 
on the 
Conser-
vation of 
Migratory 

Wild Ani-
mals aims 
to protect 
migratory 
species 
and their 
habitats.

Bonn 
Conven

The Con-
vention for 
the Pro-
tection of 
the Ozone 
Layer is 
an inter-
national 
treaty to 
safeguard 
the ozone 
layer.

Conven

The Inter-
national 
Protocol 

-
stances 
that 
Deplete 
the Ozone 
Layer is 
a global 
agreement 
to regulate 
substanc-
es that 
contribute 
to ozone 
depletion.

The Inter-
national 
Protocol 
to Reduce 

-

is aimed at 
mitigating 
climate 
change by 
reducing 
green-
house gas 
emissions.

The Treaty 
to Combat 
Climate 
Change 
focuses 
on adap-
tation and 
mitigation 

control 
green-
house gas 
emissions 
causing 
global 
warming.
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Conven

Change 

The United 
Nations 
Confer-
ence on 

-
ment and 
Devel-
opment 
was held 
in 1992 
in Rio de 
Janeiro, 

The United 
Nations 
Conven-
tion to 
Combat 
Deserti-

aims to 
combat 

-
cation and 
miti-
gate the 

drought.

The Con-
vention 
on the 
Control 
of Trans-
boundary 
Move-
ments of 
Hazardous 
Wastes 
and their 
Disposal 
regulates 
the trans-
boundary 
movement 
of haz-
ardous 
wastes.

Basel 
Conven

The Inter-
national 
Protocol 

-
safety to 
the Con-
vention on 

Diversity 
ensures 
the safe 
handling, 
transport, 
and use of 
genetically 

organisms.

agena 

The United 
Nations 
Pro-
gramme 
on Re-
ducing 

from De-
forestation 
and Forest 
Degra-
dation 
addresses 
defor-
estation 
and forest 
degrada-
tion.

REDD

The Inter-
national 
Protocol 
on Access 

Resources 
and the 
Fair and 

Arising 
from their 
Utilization 
aims to 
ensure 
fair and 
equitable 
sharing 
of bene-

genetic 
resources.
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The 24th 
meeting of 
the Con-
ference 
of Parties 

the United 
Nations 
Frame-
work Con-
vention on 
Climate 
Change 

aimed to 
address 
climate 
change 
issues.

The 21st 
meeting of 
the Con-
ference 
of Parties 

the United 
Nations 
Frame-
work Con-
vention on 
Climate 
Change 

focused 
on climate 
change 
mitiga-
tion and 
adaptation 

The 
Amend-
ment 
to the 
Montreal 
Protocol 
aims to 
strengthen 
measures 
to protect 
the ozone 
layer.

The Inter-
national 

-
mental 
Treaty on 
Mercury 
aims to 
protect 
human 
health 
and the 
environ-
ment from 
mercury 
pollution.

ta Con

The Inter-
national 

-
mental 
Con-
vention 
on Prior 
Informed 
Consent 

Procedure 
for Certain 
Hazardous 
Chemi-
cals and 
Pesticides 
in Inter-
national 
Trade aims 
to regulate 
the inter-
national 
trade of 
hazardous 
chemicals 
and pesti-
cides.
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Conven

The 25th 
meeting of 
the Con-
ference 
of Parties 

the United 
Nations 
Frame-
work Con-
vention on 
Climate 
Change 

focused 
on climate 
change 
mitiga-
tion and 
adaptation 

Known 
as the 
Ramsar 
Conven-
tion, it was 
adopted 
in the city 
of Ramsar, 
Iran.

Weapon based type
“Kalari” means arena. “Payattu” means 

Involves strikes, kicks, grappling, preset forms, 
weaponry and healing methods, the footwork 
movement
Kerala’s “Kathakali” incorporates greatly of 
this in their routines
Considered older than Chinese martial arts
Associated Legend: This art form was taught 

land he created.

Combat-Wrestling type.
Unarmed type.

1. Hanumanti – for technical superiority
2. Jambuvanti – focuses on locking and holding 

till opponent gives up
Jarasandhi – breaking limbs and joints

1. 

 

Weapon based type
Variety of weapons used.

variants from just a stick to having knife at 

Foot movements plays a key role
Movements of animals like snake, tiger, 
elephant and eagle used

no weapon
Associated Legend: this martial art was 

Travelled from Tamil Nadu to Malaysia

Weapon based

to race”

Unarmed type
Punches, kicks, knees and elbow strikes used

“Thang” means sword. “Ta” means spear.
Anything from sword or spear can be used.
Other weapons used are shield and axe.

1. As absolutely ritual in nature
2. As spectacular performance

As actual Fighting technique
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Popular more in villages

Created by Marathas

Created by Rajputs

Unarmed Type
Has strict rules prohibiting kicking, stepping 
out of the circle and bending of the knees.

strictly adhering to the rules
Catching hold of the belt worn by the 
wrestlers around the waist; it has to remain 
tight all through the game.

Unarmed Type
“Kuttu Varisai” means empty hand combat
used to improve footwork and athleticism 
through gymnastics, stretching, yoga and 
breathing exercises use of animal-based sets 
which includes tiger, snake, elephant, eagle 
and monkey.

Victory depends more on skill than on muscle 
power

Unarmed Type

opponent

Originated from the times of Mahabharata

the head of the arrow

Unarmed
Wrestling Type
Two men with their hands holding clothe 
bands on each other waists wrestle with one 
another and attempts to throw the other 
down, and the victor should always be on top 
of the one falling down

Unarmed
Wrestling Type

Armed Type

Armed Type

Tamil text comprising 1,330 concise couplets, or 
kurals, each consisting of seven words. Divided into 
three books, it imparts aphoristic teachings on distinct 

This ancient work is celebrated for its universality and 
secular essence. Traditionally attributed to Valluvar, 
also known as Thiruvalluvar, its origins have been 

While tradition places it as the culmination of the 
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chapters, each containing 10 kurals, totaling 1,330 
couplets. Written in the kuralvenba meter, every 
chapter revolves around an ethical theme, forming 

the moral values of individuals and the essentials 

economic values, polity, society, and administration. 

and the intricacies of love. Hence, all the pairs are 
correct. 

Types of bonds. 

The central government issues treasury bonds. Hence, 
it is the safest type of bond because there is no credit 
risk. These bonds have a maturity period of ten to 

factor in the prevailing market conditions.

Local and state governments use these to gather funds 
for development projects such as schools, highways, 

tax. They are available in both short-term and long-
term maturities.

Companies or business conglomerates issue 
corporate bonds to raise capital for their business 
operations. They are riskier than treasury bonds 
because the creditworthiness of the issuing company 
backs them. Corporate bonds can have varying 
maturities and interest rates, depending on the 
issuer’s creditworthiness and market conditions.

Companies issue high-yield bonds with lower credit 
ratings and are riskier than investment-grade bonds. 

risk. High-yield bonds are also known as junk bonds.

Real estate companies create mortgage-backed 
securities by pooling many mortgages and issuing 
bonds against the underlying mortgage pool. The 

so they are safer than corporate bonds because they 
carry less credit risk.

Floating rate bonds have an interest rate adjusted 
periodically based on a reference rate, such as 

investors from interest rate risk because the rates 
move with prevailing market rates. The interest rate 

macroeconomic parameters. Hence, pair 2 is correct.

Zero-coupon bonds are issued at a discount to their 
face value and  Instead, 

between the issue price and face value. They are ideal 

Hence, pair 1 is incorrect.

The issuer can redeem callable bonds before maturity, 

reinvestment risk for the investor. Hence, pair 3 is 
correct.

The issuing company can convert these bonds into 
shares of the issuing company’s stock at a pre-

income. Hence, pair 4 is correct.
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Programme 

The initiative goes beyond mere enrollment, 
ensuring access to high-quality learning 
systems and facilitating a seamless transition 
from secondary to higher education.

students from Navodaya Vidyalayas who 
lack means, thereby promoting educational 
equity and inclusion.

to economically marginalized and meritorious 
students of Navodaya Vidyalayas, enabling 
them to pursue higher education without 

backgrounds, it aims to bridge the gap in 
educational opportunities and promote 
socio-economic mobility.
In addition to government funding, the 
initiative encourages involvement from the 
private sector 

This collaboration between the government 
and corporates aims to ensure that no child 
is left behind in the pursuit of education.

towards building a more educated India, 
fostering national development and 
prosperity.
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D) All

Milk

Water, chalk, urea, 
caustic soda, 
skimmed milk, 
detergent, fat

-
ders, compro-
mised nutritional 
value

leaves, tamarind 
seeds, mustard 
seeds, chicory

Liver infection, di-
arrhea

W h e a t 
and other 
grains

Poisoning, health 
complications

Vegetables
Malachite green, 
dyes, substances

Carcinogenic ef-
fects

tar dye in sugar

Adverse health ef-
fects, carcinogen-
ic risks

Honey
Molasses sugar, 
antibiotics

Antibiotic resis-
tance, liver dam-
age

Dal

Metanil yellow, 
other non-per-
mitted colors

N e u r o t o x i c i t y , 
brain damage

Metanil yellow, 
red oxide of lead, 
soap stone, for-
eign resin

Carcinogenic ef-
fects, poisoning

cream
Water, cheaper 
plant oils

Reduced nutri-
tional value, com-
promised quality

Ice cream

Pepperonil, eth-
ylacetate, bu-
traldehyde, emil 
acetate, nitrate, 
washing powder

Poisoning, lung, 
kidney, and heart 
diseases

The ink used to print the newspaper consist of 
components such as Lead, Naphthylamines aromatic 

agonist that produce various major individual 
well-being implications such as neurotoxicity, 
cardiovascular diseases, kidney diseases, various 
cancer, liver failure, lung damages, weak bones and 
even death in cases of extremely high contagion.
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In 
articulated several fundamental elements considered 

of the Constitution, republican and democratic forms 
of government, the secular nature of the Constitution, 
the division of powers between the legislative, 
executive, and judicial branches, and the federal 
character of the Constitution.

 in the same case, added 
to this list the directive to create a welfare state found 

unity and integrity of the country.

Justices Hegde and Mukherjea separately emphasized 
the sovereignty of India, the democratic nature of the 
polity, the nation’s unity, the core elements of individual 
freedoms secured to citizens, and the mandate to 
create a welfare state as basic characteristics.

According to 
 and the constitutional provisions 

translated from it, such as sovereign democratic 
republic, parliamentary democracy, and the three 
organs of the state, contain aspects of the basic 
features.

In the , Justice 
K.K. Thomas emphasized the ability for judicial review 
as a crucial component. Justice Y.V. Chandrachud 

believed could not be changed: sovereign democratic 
republic status, equality of status and opportunity for 
all people, secularism and freedom of conscience and 
religion, and the rule of law. This principle was also 

In the , the judges with 
the concurring opinion from the majority ruled that 

of the Constitution.

According to the judgement in the 

fundamental component of the basic structure.

In 
hinted toward democracy along with a fair electoral 
process as being a feature of the basic structure.

Further in  

democracy and federalism, along with secularism 
were recognised as essential features of the basic 
structure.

In  the Court 
acknowledged the doctrine of equality as an essential 
feature of the basic structure.

Hence, all the pairs are correct. 

Ramananda, a 14th-century Vaishnava devotional poet 
saint, crafted his philosophy and devotional themes 
inspired by the teachings of Ramanuja. Additionally, 

Nathpanthi ascetics of the Yoga school of Hindu 
philosophy.

An advocate of early social reform, Ramananda 
embraced a progressive approach by accepting 
disciples without discrimination based on gender, 
class, caste, or religion. Traditional accounts suggest 

Pipa, and others. His verses are even referenced in the 

lila” and “Yog-cintamani” in Hindi, as well as “Vaisnava 

MUST READ ARTICLE: https://www.iasgyan.in/
blogs/a-complete-list-of-saints-and-teachers-of-

bhakti-movement

 India allows 100 percent 
FDI in the textile sector under the automatic route. 
This means that foreign investors can invest up to 100 
percent of the capital in textile companies without 
requiring prior approval from the government.

Manufacturing of Components: Up to 100 percent 
FDI is permitted under the automatic route for 
manufacturing components and systems or sub-
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systems for satellites, ground segments, and user 
segments.

now permitted under the automatic route for 
satellite manufacturing and operation, satellite 

Launch Vehicles: Up to 49 percent FDI is permitted 
under the automatic route for launch vehicles and 
associated systems or subsystems, including the 
creation of spaceports. FDI beyond 49 percent in 
these activities will require government approval.

near Indonesia, is bordered by the Indonesian islands 

numerous diving sites due to its deep waters. The sea 
is divided into three zones to facilitate the transport 

to its nature as a microplate, being subducted in 

. Hence, statement 1 is 
correct.

Its neighboring islands include Halmahera to the 

Hence, statement 2 is 
correct.

According to the International Hydrographic 

The 

Hence, statement 3 is correct.

Tamil Nadu continues to have the maximum number 

India is one of the Contracting Parties to the Ramsar 
Convention, signed in Ramsar, Iran, in 1971.

The number of Ramsar sites in India has increased 

the last three years alone.

aspects of society. They actively participated in 

the empire received education and training in diverse 

self-defense. Additionally, they excelled in music and 

high order, demonstrating their intellectual prowess. 
Nuniz, a chronicler of the time, noted that women 
in the Vijayanagara court held diverse roles such as 
astrologers, clerks, accountants, guards, and wrestlers, 
highlighting their multifaceted contributions to the 
administration and society of the empire.

All the pairs are correctly matched. For more details. 

Thanjavur painting, also known as Tanjore painting, is 
a classical art form originating from southern India, 
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particularly associated with the town of Thanjavur in 
Tamil Nadu. Renowned for its rich cultural heritage, 
this traditional style of painting is a vibrant celebration 
of Hindu religious themes, characterized by elaborate 
depictions of deities adorned with vivid colors and 
opulent embellishments, notably gold foil. Recognized 

India, Thanjavur painting is distinguished by its intricate 
gesso work, overlaying of gold foil, and inlay of glass 

including Deccani, Vijayanagar, Maratha, and even 

feature Hindu gods, goddesses, and saints, often 
depicted within architecturally delineated spaces 

elements. Thanjavur paintings were created on various 
surfaces such as canvas, walls, wood, glass, and paper, 
with a meticulous technique involving the application 
of gesso, gold leaf, and vibrant colors. While natural 
dyes were historically used, contemporary artists 
employ chemical paints, maintaining the essence of 
this traditional art form. Characterized by its static, 
two-dimensional composition and symbolic portrayal 

art enthusiasts with its intricate craftsmanship and 
distinctly Indian aesthetic.

MUST READ ARTICLE: https://www.iasgyan.in/
blogs/paintings-of-south-india

headquartered in London, traces its roots back to 

predecessors, which had regulatory powers over the 
sugar trade such as price-setting and export quotas, 

regulation, its focus lies in promoting the trade and 
consumption of sugar. It achieves this objective by 
collecting and disseminating information on the 
sugar market, conducting research on innovative 
uses for sugar and its by-products, and serving as 
a platform for intergovernmental discussions on 
sugar-related matters. The organization boasted 

a transition from temporary agreements since 1937 
to a more permanent and structured arrangement 

recommended by the United Nations Conference on 

C) All

India is the 

 of 
pulses in the world.
Pulses account for around 

 and contribute 
around 

 in the country.
Though pulses are grown in both Kharif and 
Rabi seasons, Rabi pulses contribute more 
than 60 per cent of the total production.

 having 
a share of around 40 per cent in the total 

 Around 25-60 cm.

Technological Mission on Pulses.

Hence, all the statements are incorrect.
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dormancy or slowed metabolic activity observed 
in certain 
particularly reptiles, during colder months. It is a 
survival strategy to cope with adverse environmental 
conditions, such as low temperatures and reduced 
food availability. Hence, statement 1 is incorrect. 

Reptiles are the primary group of animals that undergo 
brumation. This includes various species of snakes, 
turtles, lizards, and even some amphibians. These 
animals rely on external heat sources to regulate their 
body temperature.

Aerogels represent a fascinating class of synthetic 
materials characterized by their ultralight and highly 
porous structure. Derived from gels, aerogels undergo 
a unique process where the liquid component is 
replaced with a gas, resulting in a solid material with 
remarkably low density and thermal conductivity. 
This allows aerogels to exhibit properties such as 
extreme lightweightness and exceptional insulation 
capabilities. While silica aerogels resemble fragile 
styrofoam in texture, polymer-based aerogels can 
feel more rigid. The production of aerogels involves 
specialized techniques like supercritical drying or 
freeze-drying, which prevent the collapse of the gel 
structure during the extraction of the liquid component. 
Initially developed using silica gels, aerogels have 
since been crafted from various chemical compounds, 
including alumina, chromia, tin dioxide, and carbon. 
This innovative material holds immense potential for 
applications ranging from insulation in aerospace and 
construction to advancements in energy storage and 
environmental remediation. Hence, statement 2 is 
correct. 

:

L1 Point: It lies on the line connecting the two massive 

the same position relative to both bodies and are 

L2 Point: It is also on the line connecting the two massive 
bodies but lies on the opposite side of the smaller 

L2 are shielded from direct solar radiation and can be 
used for astronomical observations.

stable than L2 and has been less explored due to its 
unstable nature.

L4 and L5 Points: These points form equilateral 
triangles with the primary and secondary masses in 
their orbital paths. They are about 60 degrees ahead 
and behind the secondary body in its orbit around the 
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larger body, creating stable regions where objects can 
remain relatively stationary.

points, while L1, L2, and L3 are less stable and require 
constant correction due to gravitational perturbations.

natural satellites, such as asteroids or Trojan asteroids, 
occupying them due to their gravitational stability.

utilized in space missions for various purposes, 
including astronomical observations, space telescopes 

potential locations for future space habitats or stations 
due to their relative stability.

satellites at Lagrange points requires less fuel 
for station-keeping compared to maintaining a 
geostationary orbit, making them advantageous for 
certain missions.

The Kopili fault zone, spanning 300 kilometers in 
a northwest-southeast direction, extends from the 

contributor to seismic activity in Assam, this fault zone 
is a crucial component of the region’s geology. Faults, 
characterized by fractures between rock formations, 
facilitate movements between blocks, which can 
occur abruptly, as in earthquakes, or gradually, as 

due to its association with collisional tectonics, where 

This geological phenomenon, known as subduction, 
contributes to the region’s susceptibility to seismic 
events. Notably, the presence of alluvial soils in 
the area further exacerbates the risk, as these soils 
possess a high capacity for trapping seismic waves. 
This combination of geological factors renders the 
Kopili fault zone the most earthquake-prone region 

and 1943.

known as  and locally referred 

river turtles. These 

Recognizable by their distinctive 
black or brown oval carapace adorned with low keels 
on the second and third scutes, these turtles also bear 
yellow spots on the sides of their heads, from which 
they derive their common name. Native to the Amazon 
and 

, taricayas 
such as tributaries and large lakes. 

and small invertebrates. Despite their adaptability, 
taricayas face threats from predation by humans, 

their importation is now strictly regulated by federal 
law, captive populations, both in zoos and under 
private ownership, contribute to their conservation 

more than 30 years, these resilient creatures continue 
to intrigue and inspire conservation initiatives.

Clethodim, an organic compound and a member of 
the cyclohexanedione family of herbicides, serves as 

Widely recognized and approved both in India and 
globally, Clethodim has established its reputation as a 
reliable Lolium rigidum. herbicide over time.

 

and transportation within Russia’s Arctic expanse. 
Located approximately 2,000 km northwest of 
Moscow, its strategic positioning renders it a vital 

The port’s adjacency to the Arctic Ocean bestows 
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increasingly sought-after shipping passage boasting 
potential advantages over conventional routes such 

Legionella bacteria, commonly found in natural water 
sources like lakes and ponds, can also proliferate 
in man-made water systems such as tanks. These 
bacteria are notorious for causing Legionnaires’ 

of water contaminated with Legionella bacteria can 
lead to this illness, characterized by symptoms like 
cough, fever, and pneumonia. Despite its severity, 
Legionnaires’ 

. Individuals over 50 and those 
with weakened immune systems are particularly 
vulnerable. While Legionnaires’ disease has been 
reported worldwide, including sporadic cases in India, 
its prevalence remains relatively low in the country.

economy, primarily due to the country’s textile 
industry being predominantly cotton-based. 

 cottonseed, and cotton 
textiles. Notably, 

 
The cotton textile sector emerges as the largest 
organized industry in India, employing millions of 

the country’s capital and industrial labor force. With 
over 3000 textile mills, both large and small, the 
industry has witnessed substantial growth over the 
past four decades. 

, contributing nearly 

ginning the majority of it. This robust cotton industry 
has propelled India’s annual cotton production to 
approximately 31 million bales, marking a remarkable 
190% increase from 1991-92 to 2016-17.

Located in the Terai region of Uttarakhand, India, the 
Kalagarh Tiger Reserve sprawls across portions of 
Pauri , encompassing a 
substantial expanse of land. Renowned for its abundant 
biodiversity, the reserve stands as a testament to the 
region’s ecological richness. Notably, it is celebrated 
for its dedicated endeavors towards the conservation 

to the preservation of these iconic apex predators in 
their natural habitat.

The reserve is bounded by the Ramganga River on the 
west and the Mandal River on the east.

The Tankai method of shipbuilding is a method in 
which the ships are constructed by stitching the 
wooden planks together rather than joining them 

susceptible to damage from sandbars and shoals.

 

These are , also known 
as , belonging to the 

There are 
.

 is found 
in 

These 
 

.

The 

They 
.

These are 
.

They .
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They 

They are .

In 
.

This species is 
.

The  nutrient 
source, 

In some 
.

Hence, all are correct.

 

Namda craft is a traditional craft originating from 
Kashmir, characterized by the creation of rugs primarily 
made of pure sheep wool. What sets Namda apart 
from regular rugs is its unique felting technique, which 
eliminates the need for traditional weaving processes. 
Instead, layers of old blankets are compressed to form 
the rug, giving it its distinctive texture and appearance. 

of the Central Asian steppes in the 11th century, 
Namda craft gained prominence in India during the 

The Maputo Protocol, formally known as the Protocol 
to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights 
on the Rights of Women in Africa, stands as an essential 
international human rights instrument established by 
the African Union. Adopted in Maputo, Mozambique, 
in 2003, this protocol serves as an extension to the 
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 

55 member states of the African Union endorsing its 
provisions on gender equality. Despite widespread 

provisions into national legislation has been slow and 

a crucial mandate in safeguarding comprehensive 
rights for women, including participation in political 
processes, social and political equality with men, 
autonomy in reproductive health decisions, and the 
eradication of harmful traditional practices such as 

advancing the rights of African women and girls, the 
protocol addresses critical issues such as reproductive 
health, political empowerment, economic autonomy, 
and the prevention of violence against women.

The dark web, also referred to as the darknet, is an 
encrypted portion of the internet that is not indexed 

or authorization to access.

Although the dark web is sometimes portrayed as a 
domain frequented by criminal elements, it is also 
used by people who require privacy for entirely legal 
reasons, such as the exchange of proprietary business 
information or communication by political activists.

Information may be exchanged through an encrypted 

using an overlay network, such as the Tor browser. 
The anonymity that these networks provide has 
contributed to the dark web’s reputation for housing 
illegal activity.

The terms “dark web” and “deep web” are often used 
interchangeably, but they are not the same. Rather, 
the dark web is a small, less accessible part of the 
deep web.

common: 

Dark web pages, in contrast, require special software 
with the correct decryption key, as well as access 

If the web in three layers, at the very top would be 
the surface web, whose content is indexed by search 

web, and then located underneath that is the dark 
web. Hence, all the statements are correct.
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Petcoke, short for petroleum coke, is a solid carbon 

and calcined petcoke. 

 Hence, Statement B 
is incorrect. Widely used as fuel in industries like 
cement, steel, power, and aluminum, petcoke presents 
both advantages and challenges. It boasts a high 

compared to other fossil fuels. However, its sulfur and 
heavy metal content pose environmental and health 
risks, contributing to greenhouse gas emissions. 

Petcoke has a low ash content, which means it produces 
less solid waste and requires less maintenance for 

average ash content of petcoke is about 0.4%, 
compared to 10% for coal and 0.1% for natural gas.


